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ABSTRACT 
We present some results concerning boundary optimal control problems and related initial-
boundary value problems. We prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution, for a general 
parabolic saddle point problem, as well as the existence and uniqueness of a penalized and an it­
erated penalized saddle point problem. We compare the solutions of the penalized and iterated 
penalized formulations to the one of the original problem. Moreover, we derive semidiscrete 
error estimates for the finite element approximation of penalized saddle point problems, and 
semidiscrete error estimates for penalized and un penalized heat equation with nonhomoge-
neous boundary data under minimal regularity assumptions. Finally, we use the above results 
for the analysis and finite element analysis of boundary optimal control problems having states 
constrained to satisfy parabolic partial differential equations. 
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CHAPTER 1. Analysis of parabolic saddle point problem 
1.1 Introduction 
The problem we consider is the existence and uniqueness of saddle point parabolic problems, 
i.e, 
(ut(t),u>(X.^)+ t/a(u(t),u) + 6(u,p(t)) = (/(t),u) Vu € X (1 1 1) 
b(u( t ) ,q)  =  (g( t ) ,q) ( M . M )  Vç € M (1.1.2) 
u(0) = no, (1.1.3) 
where X,  M are Hilbert spaces and a(- ,  •),&(•, •) are bilinear forms defined on X x X,  X x  M 
respectively. Regularity assumptions on /, g, Uq will be determined in section 1.3. For example, 
this can be a weak formulation of the problem: 
tit — fAu + Vp = f  
V • u = g 
u|r = 0 
tt(0, Z )  =  t i Q .  
Saddle point problems are usually related to elliptic partial differential equations and result 
from certain minimization principles. Usually, under certain assumptions, there is an equiva­
lence between the existence of the solution of an appropriate weak formulation of an elliptic 
partial differential equation and the existence of saddle points of a corresponding functional. 
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In most cases, we consider this functional as a Langrangian functional, which is related to the 
constrained minimization of an "energy type" functional. 
The main concepts originate from solid and fluid mechanics since a variety of problems 
in these areas can be viewed as "saddle type" problems. We may apply saddle point type 
problem techniques to examine the Stokes equations for a steady flow of a viscous fluid or the 
equations of elasto-plastic torsion. One of the main advantages of this approach is the relation 
of "saddle point" problems with finite element methods of mixed type. Finite element spaces of 
mixed type were studied extensively in previous works (see, e.g; [4,5,12]). For a comprehensive 
treatment of the numerical analysis of many important algorithms used by the practitioners 
such as penalized, iterated penalized, augmented Lagrangian and Uzawa type methods consult 
[3,5,11]. 
In this work, we try to formulate and analyze certain time dependent problems as saddle 
point problems. Even though parabolic problems of "saddle point" type are not related to 
some optimization principle, this particular type of formulation can be very useful both for the 
analysis and finite element approximation of time dependent problems such as the evolutionary 
Stokes problem. 
In section (1.2) we present the notation and the main result concerning saddle-point prob­
lems associated with elliptic partial differential equations. For one review of this material 
together with the relation of saddle point problems with variational principles see [4,5,10] and 
the references cited within. In section (1.3) we formulate the saddle point parabolic problem 
and we prove the central theorem under the same coercivity assumptions on the bilinear forms 
as used for the elliptic case. Unlike previous work in this area, we make an extensive use of 
the average norm techniques. The main goal is to recover the pressure term without using the 
De Rham theory. 
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1.2 Notations and main results concerning saddle point problems of 
elliptic type 
The classical form of saddle points problems is given by: 
o(u,u) + 6(u,p)  = (/, v)(X.X) Vu 6 X (1.2.1) 
K",9) = <9»7>(M*,M) Vç € M (1.2.2) 
where X,H,M are Hilbert spaces, such that X C H C X" ,  where X C # is a compact 
embedding and H C X" is continuous embedding. We denote by Xe, Mm the dual spaces of 
X, M, respectively and we assume that H' = H. Moreover, (-, -)(xe,x) = ('< ')> < - >(Me,M) 
are the corresponding duality pairs, where (u, u)(x*,X) = (u, v)n if u, v 6 H. We suppose 
that / € X*,g € M* and that fi is a bounded smooth domain in V? or H3. We also assume 
that a(u, u) is a bilinear form on X x X and 6(u, q) is a bilinear form on X x M. Moreover, 
we define the subspace 
Z := {ucX : 6(u,ç) = 0 Vç 6 M}. 
In addition we require that the bilinear forms satisfy some coercivity assumptions, i.e., 
a (z, z ) > a ||z||fc VzeZ (1.2.3) 
o&MnZc inLi'I! 2 3 > °' (L2'4) 
The last inequality is usually called the inf-sup or LBB condition (see, e.g; [4],[5], [12]). The 
main result concerning the existence and uniqueness of a solution pair (u,p) € X x M is 
presented in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2.1. Let o(u, u), 6(u, q) be bounded bilinear forms satisfying the coercivity condi­
tions (L2.3)-(1.2-4)- Then, for any given f 6 Xe and g G M", there exists a unique pair 
(u,p) 6 X x M such that (1.2.1)-(L2.2) hold. 
Proof. See, e.g [12]. D 
1.3 Existence and uniqueness of a parabolic saddle point problem 
Let X, M be Hilbert spaces. We need to show that there exists u  6 £-2(0,T;X) fl 
Hl(0,T;Xm), p G L2(0,T;M) such that 
("t(i)»u> +A(u(t),v) + B(u,p(t)) = (/(t),u) Vu G X (1.3.1) 
5(u(t),9) = (s(*)i ?)(*/•,M) Vç G M (1.3.2) 
(u(0),z) = (u0,z) Vz G H. 
For the bounded bilinear forms we assume the standard properties introduced in the previous 
section. In addition, we assume 
tin —• « weakly in X implies, A(un, u) -> A(u,u) Vu G X 
p n  P  weakly in M implies, B( v , p n )  -» B( v , p )  Vu G X. 
Let Z be the subspace: 
Z = {/eX : fl(/,g) = 0, Vg G M}. 
Then, the following coercivity conditions hold: 
A(u,tt) >a||ti|ft Vu G X (1.3.3) 
IMUMm (L3-4) 
Moreover, we assume that the inf-sup condition implies (see e.g, [4]), 
IMU 
- ^ £1*5 
We also assume that there exists a Hilbert space H, such that X C H C X", and 
«(*)>(*,*•) = (ut(t), «(<))(*,*.) = 5^II«WII H-
The main goal is to prove the following theorem: 
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f™ =  T H f{ t )d t ,  m = 1, ...N 
*  J ( m — l ) k  
Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose that g € L2(0,T;M*)t gt 6 L2(0,T; M"), / e L2(0,T;X-). 
Then, there exists a unique solution (u,p) 6 £2(0, T;X) A L°°{Q,T;H) A #*((), T;X") x 
L2(0, T; M) o/ problem (1.3.l)-(1.3.2). Moreover u is weakly continuous from [0,X] into H. 
Remark 1.3.2. In this proof, higher regularity for g seems to be essential. 
First, we define the approximate solutions: 
Definition 1.3.3. Let N be an integer and set k = jj. We can recursively define families 
of elements of X, M, denoted by u° = uq, u\ ..., uN, p1, ...pF respectively, where um,pm is in 
some sense an approximation of the functions u, p, on the interval mk < t < (m + 1)&. We 
may also  de f ine  e lements  g l ,g 2 ,  . . . ,g N  of  M m ,  and  Z 1 , / 2 , . . . ,  f N  of  X" ,  such  that :  
\k 
' l)fc 
9m = T H , m = 1,..., N. (1.3.5) 
* V(m-l)* 
I f  u° ,u l , . . . ,  u m ~ l ,  p° ,p l ,  ...,pm_l, are known, we can define um,pm as elements of X, M re­
spectively which satisfy: 
um — wm"l ( £ , v) + A(um,u) + £(v,pm) = (/m,v) Vu 6 X (1.3.6) 
B{um,q) = (9mj Vg € M (1.3.7) 
(u°,z) = (ti0,z) Vz € #. 
Now, for m = 1,..., AT,we may define the following auxiliary functions: 
a* : [0, T] ->• X, Ufc(t) = um,t 6 [(m - l)fc, mfc] 
Pfc : [0,T] -»• M, pfc(t) = pm,t 6 [(m - l)fc, mfc] 
Wk : [0, T] ->• fl" 
U7fc is continous, linear on each subinterval ((m — 1)6, mA:], and Wk(mk) = um. First we prove 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.3.4. There exists a unique pair (um,pm) solving (1.3.6)-(1.3.7). 
Proof We can rewrite (1.3.6)-(1.3.7) as: 
^(u m , v )  +  A{u m ,  u) -t-B(u,pm) = (^u"l~1'u) + (/m'u> Vu € X 
B(u m ,q )  =  (g m ,q )  VqeM 
Note that gm 6 Mm are given data. Moreover, 
V2m € + At*",*») > jlli-llJr + alli-lli > *||z™|& 
The above inequality together with the inf-sup condition on J9(-, •) guarantee the existence and 
uniqueness of a pair (um,pm) € X x M satisfying (1.3.6). Moreover, the following inequality 
holds: 
IKIU + llPm | |M < C(i ||«~-l||ff + |l»-||«. + link-) (1.3.8) 
where C is a positive constant depending only on a, /3 
Lemma 1.3.5. The following a priori estimates hold: 
I K I I  H < C i ,  m = l N  (1.3.9) 
N  
<C2 (1.3.10) 
m=l 
N  
*]r>m|lx<C3 (1.3.11) 
m=l 
t E n^-ïr^iix-+* É iip™IIM <C, <oo (1.3.12) 
m=l m=l 
where CuCi,Cz,C\ depend only on data. 
Proof. First note that since g 6 L2(0,T; M"), / 6 £2(0, T;X m )  (see also lemma 4.5 in [28]): 
N -T 
* Ë < / 11/(1)llx- < oc 
m=l •/° 
JL rT 
k 53 ll9m|lM- < / < oo. (1.3.13) 
m=l J° 
Note also that since g t  € L 2 (0 ,T;  M")  the mean value theorem and (1.3.5) imply 
7m _ „m-1 1 rmk r(m-l)k 
I  g{ t )d t  — /  
»(m—l)Ar J(m—2)k  
a a f"i#c /-( fc 
I I  t  IIm* <  l j I I  I g( t )d t \ \M* 
*  *  J[ l )k
i z*mfc z-m* i /-mfc 
-  frâ" I  g( t )d t— I  g{ t  + s)dt||M* < tjII / 5(0 — fl(< + s)cft||M* 
1 1 / fmfc \ 1 z fm* . 1 
< H / fc|lflt(r)||M. <Cp(/ *2dt) 2 ( / MS,.*) 2 < 
< C||flt||L3(o,T;Afe)-
Therefore, 
* 52 II" jf H*f* ^ 2&C 53 H5tllis(o,r;iVf) 
m=l m=l 
< 2A:iVC||gt||£(2(o,T^fe) — 2TC||gt||£,2(0,r^/vfe) < °°-
From (1.3.7), we get B(u m —u m ~ l ,q )  =  (g m —g m ~ l ,q )  Vo 6 M, so using the inf-sup condition, 
ll«m - < sup < Clls" -
gEiVf ll9l|Af 
Hence, 
^ -,m _ ..m—1 ^ nm -m—1 
* 53 II £ Hx < * 53 II jt UM* 5 CT||gt||£,2(0ir^vf)-
m=l m=l 
Now we are ready to prove the first a priori estimate: We can rewrite (1.3.6) as: 
(um -  um_1,  v)  +  kA{u m ,  u) = -kB(v ,  p m )  +  ( f m ,  u). 
Set v = 2um in the above equality to get: 
IKIIff " ll«m_1||/r + ||um - um~l\\2H + 2kA(u m ,  u m )  <  2k\B(u m ,p m ) \  +  2fc|(/m, um>|. 
Applying the coercivity inequality to the second term and the continuity of the bilinear form 
B{-,-), we get: 
ll«m||ff " ll«m_1ll/r + 2fcC||«m||jf < 2*||<n|x||pm||Af + 2Ar||/m||x.||um||x. 
Note that the inf-sup condition together with (1.3.7) gives: 
which implies: 
l|Pm||M < D{\ \ U m ~f m ~ l \ \H + Ihm||x + iirilx-). 
Therefore, 
2Ar||9m||M||pm||M < + £>2||<niivHI«m - +Cfc||/m||x.|hm||x 
< D3k\\gm\\2M.+2Ck\\um\\2x + D4k\\gm\\2M. + ±\\um - um~l\\2H + D6k\\r\lb-
Substituting the above inequality we obtain: 
ll«mll?, - ll»m-'llî, < + i||«™ - «"-'115, + Dsk\\r\&- (1-3.14) 
Using (1.3.13) recursively we obtain: 
ii-ni» < n«oii5,+c(*f;(iig—+ iir-'iiio + J E ii"™ - »"~liiîr)-
j=0 m=l 
Thus, using (3.14) we can bound the last term by: 
which concludes the first estimate. For the second and the third estimate we proceed as follows: 
Setting v = 2um in (1.3.7), we get: 
2{um - um-1, u"1) + 2kA{u m ,  um) + 2kB(u m ,p m )  =  2k{ f m ,  u m )  (1.3.15) 
Hence, we can rewrite the above equality as: 
2(um - um) + 2kA(u m ,  u m )  <  2k\ \g m \ \ M . \ \p m \ \ M  + 2*||/m||x-|hm||x (1-3.16) 
which clearly implies: 
ll«mll?r - II-™-'!!» + II"™ - «"-'Hit + 2*C|l«"ll3r < 2*||s"||m-|Ip'"I|m + »ll/"IMI«"llx-
(1.3.17) 
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Again we focus on the last term of the right hand side. Using exactly the same technique but 
different constants, we may bound the last term by 
C*||«"Hi + D,kW-f„. + Dikurub + £ll«m - «—'115,. 
Therefore, summing from 1 to N, and using the previous considerations we can establish 
estimates (1.3.10)-(1.3.11). Returning to (1.3.14), and dividing by ||u||x, we arrive at: 
Applying the inf-sup condition we finally get: 
^IIpIm < C(i||ttm - + ||um | |x + lirilx.) (1.3.18) 
or equivalently, 
««ni ^ 
mip-Hm < c wi2—^—ft+*n«miix+*iirni.). 
Summing from 1 to N together with previous estimates establish the estimate for pm. Note 
also that 
um — um * (" j ,v) < |a(um,v)| + |6(i;,p m ) \  +  \ ( r ,v ) \ .  
Taking the supremum over v 6 X, ||u||x = 1, we finally arrive to 
\ \ x -<C\ \u m \ \ X +\\p m \ \ M  + \ \ r \ \x .  
um — um * 
" k 
which clearly implies estimate (1.3.12). • 
Lemma 1.3.6. The functions Uk,Wk,Pk defined as above, remain bounded in a set of 
L2(0, T; X) fl £°°(0, T; H),L2(Q, T; M) respectively. Moreover, we have that u/k — u?fc —• 0 in 
L2{0, T; H) as k -+ oo. 
Proof. Estimations on Ufc, Wk,Pk are based on the a priori estimates of the previous lemmas. 
For the proof of the last statement see [28], lemma 4.7. • 
Now we are ready to give the proof of the main theorem. 
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Proof. Due to lemma 1.3.6, we can extract subsequences, still denoted by U k ,  W k , P k  such that 
Uk —y u  weakly in L 2 ( f i ,T;X)  
u weakly * in L°°(0, T; H) 
Pk -*• P weakly in £2(0, T; M) 
Wk -r u, weakly in L2(0, T; V) 
Wk -* u.weakly * in L°°(0,T; H) 
-> weakly in L 2 [0 ,T;X m )  St ut 
But lemma (1.3.6) also implies that u = u,. Therefore, using the definitions of the auxiliary 
functions, we can rewrite the original equation (1.3.6)-(1.3.7) as: 
(^^-,v) + A(uk,v) + B{v,pk) = ( f k , v )  Vu e X (1.3.19) 
B(u k ,  q)  =  (gk ,  q)  Vq€ M (1.3.20) 
where f k , 9 k  are defined by: 
f k{ t )  =r.^[(m- l)Ar,mk)  
9k{ t )  =g m , t  e  [(m -  l)k ,  mk) .  
Note that: 
f k  ->• / weakly in L 2 {0 ,  T;  X ' )  
9k 9 weakly in Z2(0, T; Af") 
(see [28] lemma 4.9). Hence, the convergence results, together with the continuity properties 
of the bilinear forms, establish the theorem. • 
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CHAPTER 2. Analysis and finite element approximation of penalized 
parabolic saddle point problems 
2.1 Introduction 
In this section we consider the following penalized parabolic saddle point problem. Given 
g 6 L2{0, T; M") find a pair 
(u ,  p)  6 L°° (0, T;  X)  A L 2 (0, T;  X)  A H l {Q,  T;  X ' )  x£2(fl, T;  M)  
such that 
(u t ( t ) ,v )  +  i /A(u( t ) ,v )  +  B(v ,  p(i)) = 0 Vu 6 À" (2.1.1) 
q)  - e(p, q) M  = (g( t ) ,  V ? € M (2.1.2) 
ti(0, x) = 0. (2.1.3) 
Penalty methods have gained a substantial popularity in engineering since they provide a 
comprehensive and efficient way of creating algorithms for the solution of problems in many 
different areas. Most notably, problems such as the incompressible flow of a viscous fluid can 
be treated effectively by a penalized approach which can be also viewed as a regularization 
method. The main benefit is that they provide means for uncoupling the principal variables 
i.e, the velocity and pressure, which leads to the reduction in the number of degrees of freedom 
of the corresponding system. Therefore, it produces good numerical results in an efficient 
manner. 
Studies of the analysis and numerical analysis of penalty methods in connection to saddle 
points problems are very extensive (see, e.g; [3,5,11]). In [2] a general penalty approach of 
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certain elliptic partial differential equations and error analysis of finite element approximations 
are presented. In [3,4] analysis and finite element analysis of a saddle point problem with a 
penalty term for elliptic problems are discussed as well as their applications to fluid mechanics 
problems. Penalty methods for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations are studied in 
[5,7,11,12,28]. Moreover, applications of the penalized approach in the case of compressible and 
nearly compressible fluids can be found in [20] and [28] respectively. Finally, penalty methods 
for the solution of optimal control problems together with numerical results are presented in 
[19]. 
In this chapter we analyze the existence and uniqueness of a penalized parabolic saddle 
type problem. In section (2.2), we provide general notation together with some discussion on 
the coercivity assumption which we impose on the bilinear forms. In section (2.3), we present 
the main theorem concerning the existence and uniqueness of the solution of this particular 
formulation and we discuss the convergence of a sequence of solutions to the solution of the 
un penalized problem. Finally, in section (2.4) we provide error estimates for the finite element 
approximations. Note that these estimates are derived under minimal regularity assumptions, 
following techniques of [6,16,18]. 
1.2 Notation and coercivity assumptions 
Throughout this chapter we assume that £2 is an open bounded domain in H2 or V?. 
Let X, M be Hilbert spaces. We also assume that there exists a Hibert space H such that 
X C H C X", where X* denote the dual spaces of X with respect to H. Suppose also that 
X C H, is a compact embedding and H C X" is a continuous embedding. 
i.e., X C H C Xe form an evolution triple. For more details see [7,28], as well as chapter 
1. Moreover, let A(u, u) be a bounded bilinear form on X x X and B(u, q) be a bounded 
bilinear form on X x M. Note that we do not impose the inf-sup condition on the bilinear 
form B(v,p). As an effect of the penalization approach the only coercivity assumption we need 
13 
is the standard Garding's inequality on A(-, •) i.e, 
A(u, u) > C||u||x — A||u||^ 
as well as the positivity property: 
A(u, u) > 0 V u € X. 
For simplicity we treat the homogeneous case with zero inital velocity, but it is easy to generalize 
the results in case of a forcing term 
/ 6 L 2 (0 ,T;X m ) ,  ti0 eH.  
2.3 Analysis of a penalized parabolic saddle type problem 
Following [27,28], we will show the existence and uniqueness of the solution based on the 
"averaging norm" approach. We may also obtain similar results working with the standard 
Galerk in  method.  Note  tha t  we do  not  use  the  inf -sup  condi t ion  for  the  bi l inear  form B(v ,p) .  
Let N be an integer. Set k = jf. We can recursively define a family of elements of (X, M), 
denoted by (u°,p°), (it^p1),..., (uN,p^), where (um,pm) is in some sense an approximation of 
the functions (u(t),p(t)) 6 X x M on the interval mk < t < (m + 1)&. We may also define 
elements gl, ...,gN of Mm as: 
1 fmk g m  = -  g(t )d t ,  m  = 1, . . . ,  N .  
f c  J(m-l)k  
Moreover, we assume that u° = uq = 0. If (u°,p°),..., (um-1,pm-1) are known, we can define 
um,pm as elements of X x M which satisfy: 
{^-^—,v) + uA(um,v) + B{v,pm)=0 V v € X  ( 2 . 3 . 4 )  
B(um, g) - e{pm, g) = (gm, g)(M.>Af) V g € M. (2.3.5) 
Now, for m = 1,..., N, we may define the following auxiliary functions: 
Uk : [0,71] -> X,  Uk( t )  =  um, t e ( (m -  l) fc ,  mk]  
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P k  : [0,T] —> M ,  p k { t )  = pm, ie((m - 1)6, m k ] .  
Finally, we define as a continuous linear function on each subinterval ((m — 1)6, m&] and 
Wk(km)  = um 
Lemma 2.3.1. There exists a unique pair (um,pm) € X x M solving (2.3.4)-(2.3.5) and 
\\pm\\M < 7(hm||M. + ||«m||x). (2.3.6) 
Proof. We can rewrite (2.3.4)-(2.3.5) as 
Um (—, u) + A(ttm, u) + fl(u, pm) = (—, u) VueX (2.3.7) 
B{u m ,q )  -  e(pm, ç)*f =< gm, ç > Vç € M (2.3.8) 
If we denote by Â(u, u) = ( j, u) + A(u, u), we can rewrite the above problem in the standard 
"elliptic type" saddle point formulation: 
À(u m , v )  +  B(v ,p m )  =  0 Vu 6X (2.3.9) 
B(u m ,q ) -e{p m ,q )x f  = (g m ,q )  Vç € M. (2.3.10) 
Note also that, 
À(z, z) = ^(z, z) + A(z, z) > A(z, z) > Q||Z||X VZ € Z. 
Therefore using the standard theory of mixed problems of this particular format (see e.g; [5]), 
we obtain the existence and uniqueness of an element (um,pm) which satisfies (2.3.4)-(2.3.5). 
Moreover, if we set ç = pm, (2.3.8) leads to: 
«tip-ilk=<»",?"> 
=l|p"l& < ll«mllxl|p™ll»f + l|gmllM-lb"lllM 
which clearly implies (2.3.6). • 
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Lemma 2.3.2. The following a priori estimates hold : 
,mi|2 / Cl 
then, 
\ u m \ \ f f < - ± , r n  =  l , . . . , N .  (2.3.11) 
N 
k 53 \\um\\2x < C2 (2.3.12) 
m=l 
N 
5^||«m-um-l|| H < C z .  (2.3.13) 
m=l 
In addition, if g € L°°(0, T; M") fl L2(0, T; M"), tAen 
||«»|& < Ci independent of e. 
Proof. Note that (2.3.4)-(2.3.5) imply 
(u m  -u m - l , v )+vkA(u m , v )  +  kB(v ,p m )  =0 Vu € X (2.3.14) 
B(u m ,q )  - c(p, ç)m = (gm, VgeM. (2.3.15) 
Setting u = um in the above equation we get: 
(um,um) + ffcA(um,um) +fc£(tim,pm) = (um"l,um). 
But A(um, um) > 0 hence together with (2.3.15) 
ll«mll» + <*IIP™I1M < C*||S"||M.||P™||M + —lll/R-
We replace the last term by ||tim||/f||ttln-I||/f < ^||um||/f + ill*"1-1!!#* to get: 
|ll«m|l» " 5ll«™-l|l» + =t||Pm|lM < Ct||g"||„.||p™||„. (2.3.16) 
Now, we focus on the last term. First note, 
CAS-IIm-IIpIM < + y||p™|&. 
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Therefore, 
\\\"mW2H - + yllïHli < "||9™IIm-. (2.3.17) 
Dropping the positive term we obtain, 
ll«"ll?f - (2.3.18) 
Using the above relation recursively and taking into account that uq = 0, we arrive at: 
/"*JL m 
II«™IIH < (2.3.19) 
J=0 
Note also that 
JL rT 
*£llsMIIJ, - < c /  I|j(i)IIm-<"<°° 
iA J° 
which implies the first estimate. In case that gel,00 (0, T;  M")  then choosing Ar, c such that 
i  <  O i j r ) ,  
Clc _m_ 1 
— ^ 2\\9m~3\\lf- < max ||gJ||M* < 00 
j=o 3 
which implies that ||«m||^ < C\. For the third estimate we return back to (2.3.14) and we set 
v = 2um. Using the identity 
2(um - um-l,ttm) = |bm|& - ||ttm"l|l/f + ll"m " 
and techniques similar to the ones before with different constants, we arrive at: 
IKIITF - + L!«M - + 2ku\\um\\\ - 2ukX\\umfH 
+yl|P™l&<2£^||»m||^. (2.3.20) 
Therefore, 
/""TJL 
IKIIh- IW—'IIh + II»™ -«™"1llff + ^ ll«mll* < -^ -IIs'"IIm- + 2"W||«m||5,. (2.3.21) 
Summing the above inequalities for m = 1,..., N, taking into account that u0 = 0 
ll«wll?r + E  ll«" - «""'llff+Cfc E Il»"||i < ^ E  +  E  
m=l m=l ^ m=l m=l 
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But, if f < 0{jj) 
N  r  
53 ^ X\\um\\2H < ukNX— < Cxv\ < oo. 
m=l 
Lemma 2.3.3. The folloxmng a priori estimates hold for fixed e 
N 
~
4 
m=l 
&  E l l  S (2-3-23) 
, fc 
m=l 
Proof. We already showed that 
Therefore, 
l |Pm l k < 7 ( l l «'NIU + ll3mllM-). 
iip"Hm < ^î(ii«™6 + n<n&.). 
Multiplying by k and summing the above inequalities for m = 1,..., N 
* Z iip"ii« <é=(*E «""fi+1£ nr&.) < cA. 
m=l m=l m=l 
Finally, for the last estimate we have: 
S !f=MT 5 5Î +ÏÏ5 
um — um_1 
-IU- <ll«mIU + l|pmIUf 
or equivalently, 
fcirm 7""11&- < 
Adding the inequalities for m = 1,iV gives estimate (2.3.23). 
Lemma 2.3.4. If g € £2(0, T; AT) n L°°(0, T; M"), and £ < 0(£) (Aen 
* £ I|P"I& °ni k £ n»" ~t°""'llx-
m=l m=l 
ore bounded independent of c. 
• 
* £ IIp™Hm < % (2.3.22) 
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Proof. Summing (2.3.20), after dropping the unnecessary terms: 
iiuiViitf+~2 53 ^ — 53 +"M 53 
m=l m=l m=l 
which implies, 
k 53 < ^2"ii5miiAf + -y 53 -
m=l m=l 
- 
C
'(^2^Vllfllioo(0,r;Af) + ~NCl) 
^ C(ll5ll£,oo(0,T;M) + ^ l) • 
For the second inequality we follow exactly the same steps as in lemma (2.3.3). • 
Lemma 2.3.5. The functions ut, tv* remain in a bounded set of L2(0, T;X) fl L°°(0,T; H). 
The functions pk remain in bounded set of L2(0, T; M). Moreover, ^Wk is bounded in 
L2(0,T; X') and ||tyfc - UfcH^o,r;/f) -> 0, as k ^ 0. 
Proof. See [28] pp 328. • 
Theorem 2.3.6. For every fixed € > 0, there exists a unique solution (u,p) such that 
u € L2(0,T-,X)nL*>(0,T;H), ut € L2(0,T;X'), p € L2(0,T;M). 
Proof. Due to lemmas (2.3.3)-(2.3.5), we can extract from (u*,pt) subsequences, (still denoted 
by (ut,?*)), such that 
it* -* u in L2(0, T; X) weakly 
Uk -*• u in L°°(0, T; H)weakly * 
P k ~ *  P  in L2(0, T; M) weakly . 
Our goal is to show that (u,p) is the solution of (2.1.1)-(2.1.3). The functions Wk will help 
to get a convergence result which enables us to pass the limit. Similarly, we can extract a 
subsequence from Wk, (still denoted by ttifc), such that: 
Wk -*• u" in L2(Q,T;X) weakly 
Wk —• u* in L°°(0,T;H) weakly * 
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-*• in£2(0,T;X") weakly . 
Lemma (2.3.5) implies that u = u". The compact imbedding of X C H implies that 
Wk -*• u in L2(0,T; H). 
Thus, lemma (2.3.5) shows that 
ut —> u  in L 2 (0 ,T;  H) .  
Note that we do not need the strong convergence result to pass the limit. Equations (2.3.4)-
(2.3.5) can be written as: 
(-£jL,v) + i'A(uk,v) + B(v,pk) =0 Vu 6 X 
B(u k ,q)  - e(pk,q)M = (g ,q)w,M)  VqeM.  
Therefore we can pass the limit, as k  — • 0, to obtain that (u ,p)  i s  a solution pair. Assume 
that (u,p), (w, r) are both solutions of problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) for some fixed e. Subtracting 
the corresponding equations we get: 
(«t — w t ,  v )  +  t /A(u  — w,  v )  +  B(v ,  p  — r )  =  0 VveX (2.3.24) 
B(u — w,q)  — e(p  — r, q)^  = 0 VqcM. (2.3.25) 
Set v — u — w and q = p — r to obtain 
!^l|u(t) - w{t)\\a + - ">(*)llx - fA||u(t) - ty(t)|& = -fl(u(t) - io(t),p(t) - r(t)) 
B(u(t) - w( t ) ,p( t )  -  r( t ) )  = e||p(t) - r(t)||^. 
Hence substituting the last equality we obtain, 
~ "Ml!# + "^lltt(t) — w(()||x - f^||"(t) — y(<)||/f + c||p(t) — r(()||^ = 0 (2.3.26) 
Dropping the unnecessary terms, we finally arrive at: 
2<ït""^ ~ ~ "Wllff 
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Using Gronwall's lemma, and u(0) — ti?(0) = 0, we obtain: 
ll"W - «>(<)!& = 0 
Integrating (2.3.26) from 0 to T, 
||u(T) — w{T)\\2H + vC f ||tt(<) — ty(<)||x < vA /* ||ti(t) — ti;(t)||#, 
Jo Jo 
which clearly implies that ||u — tv||x = 0. If we return back to (2.3.25) we have 
e||p(i) - r(t)||^ = B(u(t) - w{t) ,p( t )  -  r(t)) < ||tt(«) - U7(t)||x||p(t) - r(()||^ 
cl|p(«) - r(t)||M < ||u(t) - to(t)l|x. 
Therefore, 
f IIP(<) - R(T)||M < 4 f |H(T) - M(T)|& = 0. 
Jo 6 Jo 
a 
Note that if e > 0 satisfies £ < 0(j?) the estimates derived in previous lemmas are 
independed of e, T. Therefore, the solution established in theorem (2.3.6) is global. Ideally we 
need to show that the solution (ue,p4) of (2.3.1)-(2.3.3) converges to the solution (1.3.1)-(1.3.2) 
as € —• 0 in some appropriate norm. The result below can be viewed as a partial answer since 
i t  requi res  the  pos i t iv i ty  of  the  b i l inear  form A(u ,  u)  as  wel l  as  the  inf -sup  condi t ion  on  B(v ,p) .  
Even though we are able to determine the order of convergence for the uc — u variable, we were 
not able to obtain an order of convergence for pe — p and u\ — ut. 
Theorem 2.3.7. Let (u,p), (ue,p£) be the solutions of problems (1.3.1)-(1.3.2), (2.3.1)-(2.3.3) 
respectively. Moreover, we assume that A(v, v) >0 Vu E X and B(v,p) satisfies the inf-sup 
condition. Then, 
IK*)-«'(*)!&< O(E) 
-||U - U£||jr,2(0iX;X) < 0{()  
cllP - Pe|lLa(0,T^Vf) -»• 0 
6||ut - i4lli2(0>r^c-) -*• 0. 
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Proof. Subtracting problem (1.3.1)-(1.3.2) from (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) 
(ut(t) -uf(t),u) + fA(u(t) - tte(£), v)+ B(u,p(t) - p£(t)) =0 Vu € X (2.3.27) 
B(u(t) - u£(*),q) + e(pe(t), q) = 0 Vç € M, (2.3.28) 
or equivalently, 
(«<(() - t^((),u) + */A(«(() - %£(f),u) + B(u,p(C) -p'(()) Vu 6 X (2.3.29) 
B(u(t) - ue(t),g) - c(p(t) - p£(t), g) = -t(p(t),q) Vg € M. (2.3.30) 
Note that the existence and uniqueness of the solution pair (u — u£,p — pe) is guaranteed by 
the theorem (2.3.6). We set u = u(t) — u£(t),g = p(t) — p£(t) to arrive at: 
5^ll«(0 -tte(0llir+ ^ («(0 - «'(«),u(t) -«'(*) + B(u(t) - u£(t),p(*) -pe(«)) =0 
B(u(t) - u£(t),p(t) - p'(t)) = c||p(t) - pe(«)||A/ - e(p(t),p(t) - Pe(<)). 
Combining the above equations, we get: 
5^ll«(t) - "e(t)llff+ A(u(t) - u'(t),u(t) - tte(t)) 
+€||p(t) - pe(«)l|2V < 6||p(t)||M||p(t) - pc(t)||M (2.3.31) 
But, we can bound the last term by : §||p(t)||jtf + f||p(t) - Pe(t)lljvf- Hence, 
—"«(() - «'(Oil?, + A(u(t) - «'((),»(«) - «'(<)) + |||P(0 - p'(«)l& < flWOllîf (2-3.32) 
Dropping the positive terms, 
2^IIU(É) -"'(Ollfl- 5 gllpWIlM" 
Integrating from 0 to t, we obtain the first estimate. For the third estimate we drop the second 
term to arrive at 
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Integrating from 0 to T, we obtain: 
||u(t) - ue(t)||^ + e\\p - pe||£2(0,t^f) s €IIpIIz,2(o,ruvf) 
which clearly shows the third limit. For the second estimate we proceed as follows: Let 
u(t) — u£(t) = w£(<). Then, 
IKMIIx < sup |g(-W-«'M,»)l < sup + 
<€M IMI ",6 M IMI 
< e||p(t)llM + e||p(t) - pe(t)||M. (2.3.33) 
Hence, 
lhe(<)llx < <2IIp(<)IIa/ + €2IIp(0 - p'WIIm-
Integrating from 0 to T, we arrive to 
-||^lll2(0,T;X) ^ €llpll£2(0.r^f) + €llp ~ Pe\\2L*(0,T-M) 0 
which finally leads to 
"II* - ut\\h{0,TiX) -* °-
For the last limit, we have: 
Il M') - «e (Oil*- < sup (UtW < f||«(t) - ue(t)||x + ||p(t) - p'WIlM (2.3.34) 
vcX II «II 
e||tit(i) - UtWIIx* < f2e|Mt) - ue||x + <IIpW - p£|IM-
Integrating for 0 to T, we finally arrive at 
e||tit - «tlli2(o,r^f) - vwu ~ u£hi2(o,t^f) + €iip ~ p'lll^o.tw) 
which clearly implies the last limit. • 
Remark 2.3.8. If we introduce the subspace 
Z = {ueX : B(u, q) = 0 V q € M} 
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we can also prove that ||«t — «tlll2(o,T;Z*) 0> By taking the supremum over z 6 Z in (2.3.27) 
we obtain: 
Therefore, we may estimate the time derivative term in norm L2(0, T: Z~) in terms of the norm 
of u — uc in L2(0,T',X) and 
The main goal of this section is to derive semidiscrete error estimates for finite element ap­
proximations. A recurring theme in this work is the concept of minimal regularity assumptions 
of initial-boundary value problems. Heuristically, by this we mean that if X denotes the space 
of weak solutions of the initial-boundary value problem, then the data of the problem is such 
that the actual solution is not more regular, i.e, it is not smoother than X. The importance of 
such estimates for the solution of time dependent optimal control problems will be evident in 
the following sections. We begin our finite element analysis for the case of penalized parabolic 
saddle point problems. Note that in the previous subsection we were able to establish the 
existence and uniqueness of a solution pair (u, p) under minimal regularity assumptions. 
Let X h ,  M h  denote a family of finite element subspaces of X,  M respectively, with the 
following approximation properties: 
IMO ~ "t(t)llz* < f||u(t) - ttc(t)||x. 
IK - u\\\L2(O,t-,Z*) -* O(f)-
2.4 Finite elements approximations 
inf ||v - v^llx* -• 0 Vu€X" 
u*€X't 
(2.4.1) 
v*ex* 
inf ||v — uA||fl- 0 Vv € Ji (2.4.2) 
«"ex* 
inf ||v — uA||x —> 0 Vu 6 X (2.4.3) 
inf [|ç - çA||jif 0 V q 6 M. (2-4.4) 
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Moreover, we assume that X h ,  M h  have the following additional approximation properties: 
v*ex*I|U " ^ (*'(n))" ^ Chm+2MH<»+Ha) Hm+1(Q) n X (2.4.5) 
^inf ||t, - vA||£3($î) < CAm+I||u||^m+i(n) Vu 6 ffm+1($2) nX,-l<m<* (2.4.6) 
Jnf Jv-0*11*1(0) < C/im|Mltfm+l(ft) Vv€Hm+1(Q)nX,0<m<fc (2.4.7) 
ûf h ||? - 9k||La(n) < C^+Mlwlljrm+Hn) V q € ffm+1(Q) n Af, -1 < m < k. (2.4.8) 
Moreover, we denote by Pk the L2 projection from L2(Q) to Xh such that 
{P f l v ,  w k )  = (u, wh) VtvA € 
and by Q K  the generalized L 2  projection, i.e, Q k  :  (H l (Q)) '  —> X h  such that 
(Qa u,  w h )  = (u, u;A) Vu?/l € X h .  
Note that Qhv = Phv, Vu € £2(fi). Based on the approximation properties of Xh we may 
der ive  the  fol lowing approximat ion proper t ies  of  the  semidiscre te  funct ion spaces  L 2 (0 ,T ' ,X k ) ,  
Hl(Q,T; Xh), L2(0,T;Mh). 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let Xh be a family of finite element subspaces of Hl(Q) satisfying (2.4-1)-
(2.4-3), (2.4-5)-(2.4'7). Then the following approximation properties hold: 
v*el)toT-JCh) "U ~~ vAH^2(o.r;(ff1(R))*) 0 Ve 6 ^2(°»(^1(^))") (2.4.9) 
, rM, II" - c"lU'<o,ritf<n» -» 0 VC€Z2(0,T;L2(!2)) (2.4.10) 
va6L'(0U;A") 
« J i ï -r  VveL' (0 ,T;B l m (2-4.11) 
vAtL*(o,ryL'1) 
vheL*(pT-jc'1) "U ~ uAll£2(°.r:((»l(n)e)) ^ c^m+2||u||£,2(0_T;((/rt(n)).) 
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V u e  L 2 ( 0 , r ; f f m + 1 ( Q ) ) ,  — 2 < m < k  (2.4.12) 
v*<=LHO,T;X*) "U ~ U>l|lL2(0'T^2(n)) - C^Mlyll^CO.TrL^n» 
VueL2(0,T;^m+1(fi)),-l<m < A: (2.4.13) 
v»<=J(oT-je*) "U ~ v*llyC°.T^l(a)) - c/imllullL2(o.r^fM$2)) 
Vu € L 2 (0 ,T;H m + l (Q)) ,0< m<k (2.4.14) 
qhÇL*fo,T;Mh) "9 ~ ç/l"L2(n) - C/im+1|l9llr2(0,T;L2(n)) 
Vç € £2(0,r;^m+1(fi)), -1 < m < jfc. (2.4.15) 
Proof. For the proof of (2.4.9)-(2.4.15) see previous work for the homogeneous boundary 
parabolic problem and the Stokes problem in [6,18] . D 
Definition 2.4.2. The semidiscrete finite element approximation for the weak formulation 
(2.1.1 )-(2.1.3) is defined as follows: 
Find uh € Hl$,T-,Vh),ph € L2{0,T;Mh) such that 
<ti*(t), v h )  +  ua(u h ( t ) ,  v )  +  b{v h ,p h { t ) )  = 0 Vv k eX h  (2.4.16) 
6(«A(ê), qk) - €(pA(t),çA) = VqktMk (2.4.17) 
and 
u h {0)  = 0. 
Theorem 2.4.3. Let  (u ,p) ,  (uA,p/l) be solutions of problems (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) and (2.4-16)-
(2-4-17) respectively. Then, the following error estimates hold: 
IN*) - At)|l!= < C{\\uk - Uo\\h + r - i*u(s)|& +€||p(5)||^5) 
VO e 
-||« - UA||£2(0,T-JIF) + CIIP ~ PALLI2(O,R^VF) 
^ C(~llu ~ + cIIp ~ 9Alli2(o,Tuvf)) 
II"T — UT IIL2(0,T;X) — ~ ttllx + IIQ^WT ~ "tlljf + Hp ~ PA|li2(0,T^F) • 
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Proof. By subtracting (2.4.16)-(2.4.17) from (2.1.1)-(2.1.3), we obtain the orthogonality con­
dition: 
(«*(<) - «*(*), uA> + ua(u(t) - uh(t), vh) + 6(u\p(t) - ph(t)) =0 V v h  e X h  (2.4.18) 
b(u( t ) - uA(t),çA) = e(p(t) - p h ( t ) ,q h ) M  Vq h  € M< (2.4.19) 
Moreoever, using (2.4.19): 
e||j»(«) - Pk{t)\\2M = c(p(t),p(t) - pA(«)) - «(/(O.pW - PA(0) 
= «(P(0»P(0 -PA(0) — 6(«(t) -tiA(t),pA(t)) 
= «(P(*)>P(*) -PA(0) +4(tt(0 - tifc(t),p(t) -pA(t)) -6(tt(t) -ti*(É),p(É))-
This leads to the relation: 
2^11^(0 ~  ^ ( t ) l l f ,2(R)  + va(u( t )  — u A ( t ) ,  u( t )  — u h ( t ) )  + €||pA(t) — p(t)\\%[ 
= (ut(t) -u£(t),u(t) - uA(t)> + fa(u(i) - «*(*), u(t) - "*(()) +<P(() -P*M,P(() -P*(()) 
= (tt«(0 - tit (t),u(t) - uA(«)> + va{u(t) - ufc(t),u(t) - uA(t)) 
+c(p(0  -p h ( t ) ,p( t ) )  +b(u( t )  -  u h ( t ) ,p( t )  -P h ( t ) )  -b(u( t )  -u h ( t ) ,p( t ) )  
= (ut(t) -  u?(t ) ,u( t )  -  v h ( t ) )  + !/<%(«(() - u*(t), u(t) - uA(«)) + 6(u(0 - v h ( t ) ,p( t )  - pA(t)) 
+€(p(«) -p*(t),p(t)) - 6(u(t) - tiA(«),P(0) Vu^t) € X", (2.4.20) 
where at the last step we used the orthogonality condition. The last term can be rewritten as: 
b(u(t) - «*(!),p(t)) = 6(u(t) - uA(t),p(t) - çA(*)) + b(u(t) - uA(i),çA(t)) 
= 6(u(t) - «*(*),p(t) - gA(t)) + e(p(t) - pA((), gA). (2.4.21) 
Note also that 
(tit(t) - titA(t),u(t) - P A u( t ) )  = ~||tt(t) - P A u( t ) ||22. (2.4.22) 
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Hence, setting in (2.4.20) v h ( t )  =  P k u( t )  and using (2.4.19),(2.4.21)-(2.4.22) we obtain: 
5^ll«(0 -«^Wllra +f«(»W - «*(<),"(*) -"A(t)) + e||p(t) -pA(t)||jl, < 
< |^ll"(0 ~ **"(<)His + va{u(t) - uA(t), u(t) -  P h u{t) )  + 6(u(t) - f*%(t),p(() - p h ( t ) )  
+e(p(i) -ph(t),p{t) - qh(t)) - b(u(t) - uh(t),p(t) - qh(t)) (2.4.23) 
or equivalently, 
|^ll"(t) - "A(ê)lli,î + "«("(t) - "(t) - «*(0) + <l|p(t) - paWIIm < 
~||«(t) - PNWHI, + |b(t) - «A(t)ilxll«(0 - i^«(t)ll* + ll«(0 - P^WHxiip^t) - p(t)||M 
+«IIp(0 -phWllAflb(t) - g^OllAf + lh(<) - ttA(t)||*||p(0 - gA(t)llM. (2.4.24) 
We may bound the last three terms as follows: 
lh(t) - Phu(t)\\x\\ph{t) - p(i)iiM < |llp"(t) - pWIIL + flhW - **«(') l& 
€IIpW -pA(É)llAfllp(f) -9A(0llAf < 2llp(() - P^WIIM + ~ 9a(0IIA/ 
Mt) -  P A t i ( t ) | | x | | p ( t )  -  g A ( f ) l l  <  f lNW -  i*»Wlf t  +  c I IpW -  fmit-
Moreover, ||u(t) — P k u{t) ||x||tt(t) — uA(t)||x < ^||u(t) —uA(()||%, so using the above inequalities 
in (2.4.24) we finally arrive at: 
25?""^ ~ + 2 ~ "AWHx - - "Wlliz + g||pA(() - pWIIm 5 
IjIWO - P*«(i)lli- + f ll«W - f*«(t)ll* + - «*{«)ll2f. (2.4.25) 
Dropping the positive terms at the right hand side and using Gronwall's lemma we get that: 
IMO - "kmh < C(I!»S - «ollî» + [[«(() - P*«(t)lll=+ 
f (f ||u(t) - J*«(t)|flt + e||p(t) - «*(t)|| j,)A. (2.4.26) 
Jo c 
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If we return back to (2.4.25), and integrate from 0 to T we obtain: 
2H™ ~ uAIIL2(o,T^X) + eliP ~ PK\\li(O,T-M) ^ 
ll"o - "oil!* 4- — ||u - PH"||f,2(o,T^) + CIIP ~ 9*lli,2(0,t-MY (2.4.27) 
For the time-derivative error estimate we proceed as follows: 
(ut(t) -  «*(() ,  u) = (ttt(t) -  (t), u -  v K )  -t- (tlt(f) - u*(t), v h )  =  
= (ttt(t) -  V -  v h )  - !/a(u(t) - u*(t), uA) - b(v h ,p( t )  - pA(t) 
Setting vh = we obtain, 
|(ttt(t) - 4(t),v)| < |(ut(t) - uf((), V - <3au)| + t/||u(«) - uA||x||<9' lv|U+ 
+IIQAv||X||pW-pA(t)||Af. 
Note also that the definition of the projection Q h  implies (u£(t), v—Q h v)  = (Q/lut(t), v—Q h v) .  
Therefore, (ut(t) — u*(t), v — Q^z) = (ut(*) — QhUt{t),v — QAu) so we finally get 
l(ut(t) - u^(t), V>| < ||Q/lut(t) - ttt(t)||x*l|v - Qhv\\x + ll^(t) - "WllxllQ^vllx 
+IIPW-P'1(<)IIM||Q'1V||X. (2.4.28) 
Taking the supremum over v € X, ||u||x = 1, and noting that ||PAu-u||x < C||u||x, ||PAu|| < 
C||u||x, Phv = Qhv , we obtain: 
H(t) - 4(t)llx- < C||u(t) - uA(i)||x + ||<At(') - "tWIIx- + l|p(t)-pA(t)IUf. 
The above inequality clearly implies the desired estimates. • 
Remark 2.4.4. One of the advantages of the penalized approach is that we do not need to 
construct a projection nA used in the standard approach for the finite element approximation 
of elliptic saddle point problems (see e.g; [12]). Moreover, our estimates are derived under 
minimal regularity assumptions for both f,g, in the "natural norm". 
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We close this section by deriving error estimates for a simple penalized time dependent 
problem. Again, we assume minimal regularity on both functions /, g i.e., / 6 Z-2(0, T; Hl(C2)"), 
g € L2(Q, r;ffï(î2)). We consider the following parabolic problem: Find u 6 L2(0, T; fl'1(fi))n 
Hl{0,T;Hl(Q)')) such that 
v> + fo(u (t), v) + p(u((), u)r = 
</(«), v> + v>r Vu € #*(«) (2.4.29) 
The above system is a variational formulation of the penalized parabolic problem: 
u t — v Au = / in (0, T) x $2 
+ -u = -g on (0, T) x F dn e e* K ' 
u(0, z) = uo(x) in $2 
The discrete weak formulation of the above problem is given by: Find u h  € H l (0 ,  t ;  X h ) ,  such 
that 
(««(() ,  v h )  +  va[u k { t ) ,  v A )  +  p(u A ( t ) ,  v \  = 
= {f i t ) ,  v h )  +  1 (g( t ) ,  v h ) T  Vt-A € X*. (2.4.30) 
The existence, and uniqueness of the above nonhomogeneous boundary value problem is 
proven under the above assumptions in [7]. In the following propositions, we derive error 
estimates under minimal regularity assumptions. As we will mention in Chapter 4, these 
estimates are crucial for the derivation of error estimates arising from boundary optimal control 
problems. Therefore, using propositions (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) we will be able to derive error 
estimates for a boundary optimal control with penalized boundary data. 
Proposition 2.4.5. Suppose that u € L°°(0, T; £2($2)) A £2(0, T; ff1($2)), 
ut € L 2 (Q,T;  H l (Q) m ) ,  u k  6 H l [0 ,T;VA) satisfy the orthogonality condition 
(u t( t )  - ut(t), vh) + i /a(u h ( t )  -  u(t ) ,v k ) + p(«A(t) - u(t),uA)r = 0 Vu* 6 V k .  
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Moreover, assume that 
||«g ~~ uo||£2($i) -+ 0 as h —• 0. 
Then, for every t € (0, T), 
~ Jo ||VuA(s) - Vu(s)||^3(Q)ds+ ^  !|UA(S) - u(s)||^2(r)ds -+ 0 
(2.4.31) 
vC^u h [ t )  — u(t) —• 0 as  h  • 0. (2.4.32) 
In addition, ifu € L2(0,T; Hm+1(Q)) n Hl(0,T; (Hm+l{Q))m) and = Phu0, then 
l!"A(t) - "(OIII2(S i ) + t /  f Q  llvA«) ~ Vu(s ) \ \ l 3 { S l ) ds+^ ||uA(s) - u(s)||l2(r)ds < 
jj2(m+£) 
Cfc2m||tt||la(0,rrfrm+t(O)) + - udfm+ii(o) , t t | r = f f l lu l l i2(0.T^'"+1(n))-  (2.4.33) 
Proof. Note that the orthogonality condition implies that 
|ll«*W - «(t>lli=(0) + "l|V«A(i) - v«(t)|||,(n) + iu«*(0 - u(t)llli,n = 
= (u £ ( t )  -  U t ( t ) ,  u h ( t )  - u(t)> + va(u h ( t )  -  u(0, U h ( t )  -  u (t))+ 
~{uh{t) — u(t),uh(t) — u(t))r = 
= <U( (t) - Ut(t), v k  -  u(t)> + va{u k { t )  -  u(t ) ,  v h  - u(t))+ 
i<i i A ( f )  -  u(t ) ,v k  -u( t ) ) r  Vu A  € ^ (0 ,T;y A ) .  
Using the definition of the L2 projection and the fact that Phv = Qhv, Vu € L2, 
(uA(t) ~ %t(C),P\f(t) - u(t)> = -{ut ( t ) ,P h u( t )  -  u(«)> = 
(P*u(t )  -  Mt) ,P h u( t )  -  tt(t)> =  ll lP^uW -  tt(t) | | l2 ( $ 2) .  
Thus, setting v h  — P h u( t )  we arrive at: 
jii^w - «(f)iii.(o)+"iiv«*(t) - v«(i)in=,n)+i||«*(t) - «(t)iil-(n = 
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-  *(t) | |%2(n)  +1'd(u h ( t )  - u(i), 1*11(1) - u(t)) + |(uA(t) - u(t),PN(t) - u(t)>r < 
(2.4.34) 
|||Phu(t) - n(t)||^(0) + |||Vuk(t) - Vtt(t)Hia(n) + |[|Vf*i»(t) - VU(t)||l,(ft)+ 
+2^llu'l(t) - M(t)Hz,2(D + 2^||PA"(t) - u(t)||£,2(r) 
or equivalently, 
i||«*(t) - «Wlli^oi + Invito - V«(t)||=,(n) + ±||«*(t) - «(1)111,(0 5 
i||P*«(0 - «Will,,+ |||VP»«(1) - V«(t)|li=(Q, + i||P*«(i) - u(!)|||,(r). (2.4.35) 
Integrating from 0 to t: 
l|tt*(t) - "WllL2(n) + t/^' ||V«A(s) - VU(s)||£3(fi)<fc + i jT ||UA(S) - U(s)||=2(r) 
Iho - «o||£,2($î) + ||P*ti(t) - u(«)lli2(n) + " fQ ||VPAu(s) - Vu(s)||£3(n)ds+ 
+; f  -  u(s) \ \ l H r ) ds ,  (2.4.36) 
which clearly implies (2.4.30), and (2.4.32). • 
Now we turn our attention to the error estimate of the derivative term. 
Proposition 2.4.6. Under the same assumptions as in proposition (2.4.5), we have 
llut — utllL2(o,2yrl(fl)*) t) as h —» 0 (2.4.37) 
I f ,  in  addi t ion u  € £2(0, T; Hm+l{Q)) A 0, T;  H m + l {&) ' ) ,  
||tiA - Ut||z,2(0,T^i(fi)*) < C (h m  11 u 11 £2 (0,T-JIm+1(Cl))+ 
hm+2 \ 
—T~ , llulli-î(o,r^™+Hn))+^mllTttll»x(0.r^m+l(n)*))* (2.4.38) 
c ($2),v(r=5 ' 
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Proof. Using the orthogonality condition we have 
(u£(t) - Ut(t), v) = (uk(t) QAV) + (uk(t) -u t ( t ) ,v-  Q h v)  
-va{u h ( t )  -  u(t), Q h v)  -  p(«A(f) -  u( t ) ,Q h v)  + (it* (t) - u t ( t ) ,v-  Q k v) .  
Note that: (u*(t), v  — Q K v)  = 0 = (Q k u t ( t ) ,  v  — Q k v) .  
Hence we may rewrite the above inequality as: 
(u k ( t )  — u(t),u) = HlW'(É) — Vu(t)||£,2(ft)||VQfct7||£2(n) + -||u'l(<) — u(i)||L2(r)IIQ''ullL2(r)+ 
Taking the supremumn over v e ||u|| = 1 and noting that ||PAu-u||#i(fi) < C||u||/fi(fi), 
ll^vll/rKfi) 5 C||u||ffi(fi), and P k v  = Q h v  
||uA(t) -  «t(t)||*i(a)- < Cu\\Vu k { t )  -  u(t)||z,2( f i)  
™ll" / l(<) - "Miliar) +C||ut(t) -QA«t(t)||(«i(n))*- (2.4.39) 
Integration in t together with (2.4.30)-(2.4.32) finally yields (2.4.37)-(2.4.38). • 
2.5 An iterated penalized formulation of parabolic saddle point problems 
In this section we need to show the existence and uniqueness of elements un € L°°(Q,T; H)C\ 
L2(0,T; X), ut" 6 L2(0,T;Xm), and pn € L2{0,T;M) of the problem: 
K(i),v> + t/A(tt"(t),u) + B(v,pn(t)) = </(t), v> Vu€X (2.5.1) 
B(«n(t), ç) - €(p"(t) - p n ~ 1 { t ) ,q)x f  = (g(t ) ,  q \ M . M )  Vq£M (2.5.2) 
where pn~l € £2(0, T; M), f € L2(0,T;X'), and g €  L 2 (0 ,T;M m ) .  Again, we make the same 
assumptions concerning the bilinear forms. 
Theorem 2.5.1. For every fixed €, there exists a unique solution un 6 L°° (0, T ; /7)nL2(0, T ; X ) .  
pn € L2(0,T; X) such that (2.5.1)-(2.5.2) hold. 
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Proof. First we derive appropriate a priori estimates. Set v = 2un(t) in (2.5.1) and q = 2pn(t) 
in (2.5.2) to get: 
|||«"(t)||J, + «C||«-(t)||i - kA||«»Wllîr + 2S(«"(1),,-(!)) < 2</(t), «»(<)> (2.5.3) 
2£(«"(»),P"(0) = «11^(0113, - £||P"-'IIS/ + <ll?"(l) -P"-'(>) 11$, + 2<»(t),P"(i)>, 
Using Cauchy's inequality we obtain: 
d j|K(l)||?, + 2i/Cl|u"(()||jf - J»A||«»(t)|& 
+«ll,"(i)6 - <llp°-'(«)ll$,+<l|p"(t) - p"~'(<)ll», 
< W?||«"(t)lli + 5^11/(1)11^. + §IIp"(01Im + ^IIîWIIm- (2-5.6) 
Therefore, 
(2.5.4) 
where at the last inequality we used the elementary equality 
2(a — 6, a) = ||a||2 — ||6||2 + ||a — 6||2. 
Combining inequalities (2.5.3)-(2.5.4) we lead to: 
jlKMII/f + 2rC||«-(t)||^ - 2»A||«"(t)ll& 
-H||p"(t)ll$, - ellp'-'WIlJr + «IIP-(I) - P"-'(I)II$, 
< 2||s(t)||M.||pn(t)||M+2||/(l)||x-lh"(t)!lx. (2.5.5) 
3jll*"(<)ll/r + •^'Il«"(')ll5r - 2KA||ti"(f)||5r + jIIp'MIIm 
< e||pR-1||M+ 5^ll/(0lljc* + ^ llflWIljif'- (2.5-0 
Dropping the positive terms and using Gronwall's lemma we finally arrive to: 
IKWII» < «^(||."(0||3r + jfT(c||p"-l(t)ll$, + j^ll/Olli. + jjllsWllil,•)<«)• (2.5.8) 
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Hence, this is the first a priori estimate 
ll«n(t)l&<Ci, 
where C\ is a positive constant depending on f ,g ,e ,  j/,C, A,pn_l, uN(0). Integrating (2.5.7) 
from 0 to T we get: 
\  j f  I K M I I W <  2 v c j f r  | | . " ( « ) | | i < #  +  | | « - ( o ) S  
+<j[(l|P"-1(i)ll$,*+ ^ll/(i)ll$,)dl+ ^ I|S(!)I&.* (2.5.9) 
which implies that 
llttnlli2(o,r.jr) + IIPnll£,2(o,TuW) ^ ^ 2, 
where is a positive constant depending on C\. For the derivative term we take the supremum 
over u € X, ||u||x = 1 at (2.5.1) to get: 
IKWIIx- < f sup |A(un(t),u)| + sup |B(u,pn)| < i/||un||x + ||pn||M. 
u€X,||v||=l v€X,||v||=l 
Clearly, the above inequality gives: 
llu?lll2(0,T-JC*) < (2.5.10) 
Therefore using the standard Galerkin procedure and the above a priori estimates we get 
the existence of a solution pair (un,pn) such that un € £°°(0, T; H) fi £2(0,T;X), u" € 
L2(0, T ; X*), and pn 6 L2(Q,T; M). If we assume that for fixed e there exists another pair 
(tt?n, rn) satisfying (2.5.1)-(2.5.2), i.e, 
(u?"(t),u) + vA(w n { t ) ,v)  + B(u,rn(t)) = (/(t),u) Vu € X (2.5.11) 
B«(t), ç) - e(rn(i) - pn~l(t), q) = 0 Vç6 M, (2.5.12) 
then subtracting the above equations from (2.5.1)-(2.5.1) we obtain, 
(u"(t) — ti?"(t), u) + vA(u n ( t )  — tun(t),u) + B(u,pn(t) — rn(t)) =0 Vu 6 X (2.5.13) 
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B(itn(t) — u;n(t),g) — c(pn(t) — rn(t),g) = 0 Vg € M. (2.5.14) 
Set v  = u n ( t )  — to"(t) in (2.5.13) and g = p n ( t )  — rn(t) in (2.5.14), 
~||«n(i) - wn(t)\\H + fC||un(t) - u,"(t)|& - „AK(t) - «,»(()!& + 
€
||pn(t) - rn(t)||£f = 0. 
(2.5.15) 
Thus, dropping the positive terms we obtain 
2<&'!""(*> ~ — M - tyn(t)||* < 0. 
Gronwall's lemma implies 
I\u n ( t )  - u,n(t)||^ < e2"A|K(0) - "n(0)||* = 0. 
If we integrate (2.5.15) from 0 to T and drop the positive terms we arrive to: 
2 vC fT  IK(t) - «,"(;)!& < 2vX fT  IK(t) - wn{t)\\2H<it + Il«"(0) - *"(0)|&, 
Jo Jo 
which clearly implies that ||un — t;x) = ^ote also that 
l|pn(t) - rn(t)||^ = jB(un(t) - m"(t),p"(t) - r"(t)) < ;||^(() - w"(t)||xl|p"M - r"(i)||M. 
Hence, 
llpnm-rn(t)||M < j|K(t)"«>n(t)||x. 
If we square both sides, and then integrate from 0 to T we finally obtain: 
IIP" ~ r" 11 £2(0,7^) S ^2 II"" - tyn|l£2(0,T;X) = 
For the time derivative term we can take the supremum over v € X, ||u|| = 1 in (3.13) to get 
IK(t) - <(t)||x- < f IKW - u?n(t)llx + l|pn(t) - rn(t)l|M 
which gives us 
llut ~ rfWL^Q.T-JC') = 0. 
Thus, we established the existence and uniqueness for problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.2). • 
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Our main goal now is to compare the iterated time dependent problem to the initial-
boundary parabolic saddle point problem asn-f oo. 
Theorem 2.5.2. Let be (tt, p) be the unique solution pair of problem (l.l.l)-(l.l.S) as above. 
Moreover, let (un,pn) be the unique solution of problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.2) and 
•A(u,u) > 0 Vu 6 X. Then, 
HP" - P\\L*(0,T;M) < IIPn~l ~ P\\L*(0,T;M) 
ll"n ~ ullL°°(o,ruï)+ H™" ~ ulliJ(o,r-JC) ^ ^€IIp"-1 - P\\L2(O,T-MY 
Proof. Subtracting (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) from (2.5.1)-(2.5.2) we obtain: 
(«?(<) — ut(t),u) + fA(un(t) - u(t),u) + B(v,p n ( t )  —p(t ) )  = 0  V u  €  X  ( 2 . 5 . 1 6 )  
B(«n(f) - u ( 0 ,g) - 6 (pn(0-pn-1(t),?) = 0 V q € M .  (2.5.17) 
Set v  = u n ( t )  —u(t ) ,  and q = p n [ t )  — p(t) to to get: 
~ "Wfl' + *"*(« B ( 4 )  ~  »(0i ~ u(0) + B{u n ( t )  - u(t),pn(t) - p( t ) )  =  0 
(2.5.18) 
B(u n { t )  - u(f), pn(i) -p(t)) = c(p"(t)-pn-l(t),pn(t)-p(t)). (2.5.19) 
We can rewrite the above equality as: 
B(un(t) -u(t),pn(t) -p( t ) )  = e(p n ( t )  -p( t ) ,p n ( t )  -  p(t) )  +  <(p(t) -pn-I(t),pn(t) -P(t)). 
Substituting this relation in (2.5.18) we finally arrive to, 
25*"""^ ~ *(t)llfr + ^ lh"(t) — "Wllx — "•M|ttn(t) - "Wll/r + eIIPn(t) ~ PWIIM < 
«IIP71"1 - p(t)l|Af||pn(t) - pWIIm. (2.5.20) 
Note that e||pn-1(t)-p(t)||Af||pn(t) -PWIUf < fllP71"1^) "PWIIm+ €IIPn(t) -?(*)!&- Hence, 
1||un(t) - u(t)|& + 2vA(«n(t) - u(t), un(t) - «(t)) < lllp""1 (t) - P(t)[|if- (2-5.21) 
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Dropping the positive term A(un(t) — u(i),un(£) — u( t ) )  > 0 
|||«"(1) - «(1)111, < lllp"-1 (t) - p(l)||2w (2.5.22) 
Integrating from 0 to t, 
||un(£) — u(t)||* < ||un(0) — u(0)||* + - ||pn_1(*) - p(t)\\2Mdt. (2.5.23) 
Now we return back to (2.5.20) to get: 
5^ll«"C) - «(1)11» + "C||«n(t) - "(t)lli - "AIK(I) - «(Oil?, 
<l|P"(t) - P(i)lll,<ti < «llp""(t) - P(l)llMl|pn(l) - M&- (2.5.24) 
The last term is bounded by €||pn(i) - p(t)||jif + f||pn-1(t) -p(t)lljlf- Therefore, 
^ll«"(l) - «(l)HÎ, + 2*C||a»(t) - «(<)!& - 2i/A||«"(l) - «(1)||5, < i||p"-1(t) - p(l)||V 
Integrating from 0 to T, 
2vC£ ||un(t)-u(t)||x < ||un(0)-u(0)fH+2v\T(||t*n(0)-tt(0)|| J* ||pn"l(t)-pWH^) 
+lf*\\Pn-l(t)-p(t)\\2Mdt (2.5.25) 
2vC\\un - u||=2((U,X) < (1 + 2i/AT)||ttn(0) - u(0)|& + (2izAT+ l)^£ \\pn~l(t) - p( ( ) | |W-
or equivalently, 
pT 
f o  
In case that un(0) = u(0), (2.5.22), (2.5.25) can be simplified to: 
lb" ~ ulli<»(o,r-^) 5 gllP" 1 ~Pll£=(o,r^ivf) 
2vC\\un — u||£2(0,r;X) ^ (2f Ar+ l)-||pn 1 - p||£,2(0,r-my 
It remains to show the convergence of pn— p term . We proceed as follows. Set w n  = u n —u, s n  = 
pn — p. The we can rewrite our system as 
«(t),v> + yA(tvn(i), v) + B(u, s n ( t ) )  =0 Vu € X (2.5.26) 
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B(wn(t),ç) = <(sn(t) -sn l(t),ç) Vç € M. (2.5.27) 
Set v  = w n ( t ) ,q  = sn(t). Then, after dropping the positive second term 
55lK(t)llH + B(e"(t),s"(!))<0 (2.5.28) 
B(ivn(t), sn(t)) = €(sn(t) — sn-1(t), sn(t)). (2.5.29) 
If we combine the above equations, we get 
5ll»"(«)llîr + «ll'"(t>llif - '««"-'Mlllf + IKM - s"-l(i)l& < o. (2.5.30) 
Dropping the fourth term, and integrating from 0 to T, we arrive to: 
=IK(t)l&-«l|s"-1(<)l& < o .  (2.5.31) 
since wn(0) = 0. Hence ||s"(t)||jif forms a decreasing sequence bounded below from 0. There-
Remark 2.5.3. The above theorem implies that the sequence un converges to u. pn is bounded, 
and converges for any cluster point p" of this sequence, the pair (u,pm) satisfies (l.l.l)-(l.l.S). 
Note that e does not approach to zero, and we ttsually perform a small number of iterations. 
This is consistent to the theory developed for the corresponding "matrix" problem, as well as 
the Usawa algorithm theory for elliptic problems. 
fore, ||s"(t)||*f converges to zero. • 
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CHAPTER 3. Semidiscrete finite element approximation of a linear 
parabolic problem with nonhomogeneous boundary data, under minimal 
regularity assumptions. 
3.1 Introduction 
The problem we consider is semidiscrete finite element approximations of the linear heat 
equation with nonhomogeneous boundary data 
tit - Au = / in fi x (0, T) (3.1.1) 
u = g on F x (0, T) (3.1.2) 
u(0, z) = UQ, in fi (3.1.3) 
where fi is bounded open domain in TZ2 or 7£3, F denotes the boundary, and /, g are given 
data. Treating nonhomogeneous essential boundary data, within the context of finite element 
methods for elliptic problem, has been extensively studied in mathematical literature. In [2], a 
penalty method has been introduced. Even though penalty methods provide a simple and effi­
cient way to derive numerical algorithms, it requires the specification of an extra non physical 
parameter and leads to suboptimal error estimates. In [il], a Lagrange multiplier approach has 
been introduced in cases of elliptic systems and the Navier-Stokes equations. In this work, we 
derive semidiscrete error estimates in case of linear parabolic equations with nonhomogeneous 
boundary data and subsequently we apply those results to obtain semidiscrete error estimates 
for the optimality system of a boundary optimal control problem having as states of constrains 
certain parabolic partial differential equations. The main difference between the results of this 
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section and the ones of the penalized approach is that we do not use an additional parameter 
e to regularize our system. Therefore, the semidiscrete error estimates we obtain in this sec­
tion correspond to the discretization of the original parabolic equation with nonhomogeneous 
boundary data, unlike the case of section (2.4) where we proved semi discrete error estimates 
in the case of the discrete penalized system. Even though the lack of the regularizing param­
eter £ increases the level of complexity of our problem, the results obtained by this approach 
are efficiently related to the continuous problem. For completeness we introduce the notation 
concerning Hilbert spaces in case of nonhomogeneous boundary data, which is similar to (2.4). 
We denote by £P(fi) and H*(T) Sobolev spaces of order s defined on fi or F respectively. The 
inner product on L2{fi) and L2(F) are denoted by (u, u), and (u, u)r respectively. Also, we 
denote by 
ffo(fi) = {v 6 H l (Q)  : v|r = 0} 
ffs(fi)|r = {v|r : v € ffs(fi)}, for s > 1}. 
Moreover, (•, -) denotes the duality space between a Banach space X and its dual X".  The 
duality pair between /fî'(r) and its dual H~*(T) is denoted by (•, -)r. We may also define 
time dependent Banach spaces Lp(0,T;X) with norm: 
l i^HL»(o,r^  =  J Q  \ \ fm P x*<C <oc.  
Finally we denote by L°°(0, T ; X )  the Banach space equipped with norm: 
ll/ll£-(0.T;X) = SUp ||/(£)||x-
t€(0,T) 
3.2 Semidiscrete error estimates under minimal regularity assumptions 
The weak formulation of our problem is as follows: Given 
/€i2(o,r;(tf-l(fi)), se£2(o,r;£ri(r))n5T(o,r;£2(r)), Uoe£2(fi) 
we seek 
u 6 L2(0,T; H\ fi)) fi H l (0, T;  H~ l { f i ) )  
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such that 
(MO, v)  + (Vu(t), Vu) = </(t), u) Vu € flol(«) (3.2.1) 
tt|r = g (3.2.2) 
(t£(0,z),z) = (uo,*) Vz 6 L 2 (Q) .  (3.2.3) 
The existence and uniqueness of the weak solution of problem (3.2.l)-(3.2.3) can be found 
in [20] and [22]. Let Vh € be a finite dimensional subspace of Hl(Q) satisfying the 
standard approximation properties i.e, there exists an integer fc, and a constant C, independent 
of h such that, 
JîUl|u ~ wfcll*l(n) ^ ChmM jr-+i(n) Vue #m+l(fi),0< m < fc (3.2.4) 
^inf ^ ||u - Ua||L2(£1) < CAm+1||u||*m+l(ft) Vue ffm+1(fi),0 <m<fc (3.2.5) 
Jn f ||u - uA||(*i(o)). < CAm+2||u||*m+2(n) Vue #m+1(fi),0 <m<fc. (3.2.6) 
In addition we denote by V£ a finite dimensional subspace of HQ(Q) satisfying the same 
approximation properties as Vk. For details about the construction of these subspaces consult 
[7]. Moreover, we denote by Ph = V'A|r, a finite dimensional subspace on the boundary. One 
can show that the following approximation properties hold (see e.g; [14]). 
inf ||g -  g h \ \ L H r )  < inf _ |M|*m+l(n)V<, e Jim+l(fi)|r, 0 < m < fc S™€P" ue/fm+l(ft),ur=3 
(3.2.7) 
II» - ^ Ch" 0<m<* (3.2.8) 
inf llî - $*||z.=<r> < C<HM«r.(r) Vg £ fl'(r), 0<s<i. (3.2.9) 
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Using techniques similar to the ones of [6,17] we can also prove similar approximation properties 
for the spaces L2(0, T; Vh), and L2(0,T; Ph) Now, we are ready to define the discrete weak 
formulation of problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.3). Let gh 6 L2(0,T;Ph) fl H*(Q,T; Pk) be an arbitrary 
approximation of g and tig be a suitable approximation of uq. Then the discrete weak problem 
is to find 
u h  e  H l (Q,T;V h )  
such that 
<iiî ( t ) ,v h )  + (Vu\ VuA) = </(t), v h )  € Vf  (3.2.10) 
uh\r = gh (3.2.11) 
(%A(0, i ) , z&) = (w&,zA)  Vz k €V k .  (3.2.12) 
Proposition 3.2.1. Let u € L2(0,T;Hl(Q)) n H l {Q,T;  {H\Q)) ' )  and u h  6 Hl(0,T;Vh) 
be the solutions of (3.2.l)-(3.2.3), (3.2.10)-(3.2.12) respectively, where gK € Ph denotes an 
arbitrary approximation to g. Then, 
llu ~ uAllL2(o.rrfrl(ft)) -
^ ~ ~  +  H U t  ~  " * l l l 2(o,r;(#-l(fi)) + Iho - "olliatn))) (3.2.13) 
Proof. Subtracting (3.2.l)-(3.2.3) from (3.2.10)-(3.2.12) we obtain the following orthogonality 
condition: 
(utA(t) - ut(t),v h )  + (Vttfc(t) - Vu(t),Vv/l) =0 Vv h €V 0 k  (3.2.14) 
(uA - u) |r = gh - g- (3.2.15) 
Note that uh — ûh € VQ hence, 
- â'lli»(Q, + C||V«» - VS»|fe(0) = 
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<i£(t) -  «*(«) ,  u h Çt)  -  û h { t ) )  + (VuA(t) - Vû*(t), VuA(t) - VûA(t)) = 
= ("£(*) - Ut(t), u*(t) - Ûfc(t)> + (ut(i) - ûA(i), uh(t) - ûA(f)> 
+(VuA(t) - Vu(t), Vu*(t) - Vûfc(t)) + (Vu(f) - Vûh(t), Vu h ( t )  -  Vû k ( t ) ) .  (3.2.16) 
Using the orthogonality condition we obtain: 
i|n A() - SkMilitai + liv-'tt) - V4*(«)|li,(0) 
< (<•,(') - «?(«)-«A(t) - ûÀ(l)) + (V«(l) - VaA(!) - V6*(l)). (3.2.17) 
Therefore, using Holder inequalities on the right hand side, we finally arrive to: 
|||«"(i) - S\OII|.<n) + l|V«*(t) - i"(i)|li1(ii) 
< c(||t,(l) - + l|V«(i) - Vù»(l)il!1((1|). (3.2.18) 
Integrating with respect to t and using the triangle inequality we obtain (3.2.13). • 
Lemma 3.2.2. Given gh € L2(0, T; Ph) fl H* (0, T ; P h )  there  ex is ts  a  û h  € H l {0, T;  V k )  such 
that u'1 |r = gh and 
ll"'llli=(o,r-jfi(n) + H"hll2(o,T.jf-t(n)) ^ + "^"^(o.rx^r)))-
Proof. We present a proof for the two-dimensional case. 
Let û( t )  €  L 2 (0 ,T;  H l {Q))  n H l {Q,T;  be the solution of 
(ût(t), v) + (Vtr(t), Vv) = o Vue h£ ( Q )  
û|r = gA 
û(0,x) = 0. 
Existence of the solution as well as the regularity inequality can be found in [13,22]. Moreover, 
the following inequality holds: 
llfilli=(o,r^(Q)) + Hfi<Hi2(o,r^-Mii)) ^ C(ll5AlÇ2(0 T;^(r)) + ll^ll^(0,r^(r))^ 
• 
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Lemma 3.2.3. Let u € £2(0, T;&(&)) A fl^O, T; We define by 
w h  6 L 2 (0 ,T;  f~l  H 1 ^ ,  T;  the  solut ion of  the  discrete  weak sys tem:  
{w£(t )  -  u t ( t ) ,v h )  + (VwA(t) - Vu(t),VvA) + (w h ( t )  -  u(t ) ,v k )  =0 Vv k  6 Vfc. 
TAen <Ae following inequality holds: 
lb - wA||f,3(o,T;#:(n))+ II"* - ^ llL2(o,r^r-Hn)) 
~ ~ 
+ 
"
UT 
~ LLL2(O,R^-L(FT))) (3.2.19) 
Proof. We first prove the above inequality for the wh — ûh term, then the L2(0,T; Hl(Q)) 
estimate follows from the triangle inequality. 
(w A { t )  -  u A ( t ) ,v h )  +  (V(w h { t )  - ûA(t)), Vu*) + (u?A(t) - ûA(É), «*) 
= (w A ( t )  -  u t ( t ) ,  v h )  + {V(w k ( t )  - u(t)), VuA) + (wA(() - tt(t), uA) 
+(u t ( t )  -  û*(t ) ,  u A > +  (V(u( t )  -  û A ( t ) ) ,  Vu*)  +  (u( t )  -  û(t) ,  v K )  
= <TTT(T) - ÛA(T),U*) + (V(u(t) - ÛA(t)),Vu'1) + M t) - Û(t), v h )  VUA€ (3.2.20) 
where in the last equality we used the definition of the element wh. Set vh = wh(t) — û/l(<) in 
(3.2.20). Then, 
J jlk'C) - s'tolll-m) + ll^'C) - «4Wllm(o) = («-(') - 4(e), ™\') - 8*(0> 
+(V(«(t) - V(»k(t) -«*(())) + («(1) - «*(!), ">*(() - «*(!)) (3.2.21) 
or equivalently, 
< g IK ~ û?(0llîï-i(n)+ gll^W ~ ^WII^t(A) + 21'^"^ ~ "AW)Hi2(R) 
+;l|V(«-1(t) - «Nt))|||1(a, + ;||«w - «'Milium + Ill-'W - «4Wlli>(0)- (3.2^2) 
Therefore, 
55ll"*W " 6(<)lli=(0) < IKW " + Il«(t) - «*(t)|||,l(n|. (3.2.23) 
Integrating with respect to time, we finally obtain: 
Hu,/t  — "' llli,oo(o,T^La(n)) ^ 11*^(0) — "(0)||£2(n) + ll"t ~ "t ll£2(0,r,ff-i(fi) + llu ~ 
(3.2.24) 
Hence, using different constants in (3.2.22) we also get: 
||UJa — «A||£2(o,rjfi(n)) < c(l|wA(0) — ûA(0)||^2^ 4- ||«t — "A||£2(C,rjy-i(n)) 
+11" ~ "Alli»(o,r^l(ft)))* (3.2.25) 
The triangle inequality clearly implies the desired estimate for the first term. Now we turn 
our  a t ten t ion  to  the  t ime der iva t ive  te rm:  For  every  v  6 HQ (Q) ,  
(tl^(t) - tit(t), u) = <U7^(t) - ut(t),v - Q h v)  + (w£(t )  -  Ut(t),QAu) 
= <tt^(t) - ûA(t), V - Q h v)  + (û£(t) - u t ( t ) ,  V -  Q h v)  + (toA(t) - u t { t ) ,Q h v)  
= ("£(<)  -  ut(t),v- Q h v)  + (wî (t) - u t { t ) ,Q h v) ,  
where at the last step we use the definition of the Q h  generalized £2(Q) projection from H~ l {Q) 
to Vh. Note that using the definition of the wh term, we can bound the right hand side as 
follows 
!!«£(*) - "t(t)||/f-i($i)llu — QAull#l($i) + - u(*)llji'cn)IIQAullfl'1(n)• 
Dividing by ||u||jji(ft) and using properties of the projection QK we finally get: 
ll«&W — ttt(*)||ff-i($ï) < C(||t*t — "t (t)H^-i(n) + ||«(t) — ûA(t)||^i(Q)). (3.2.26) 
Taking the square in both sides and integrating with respect to t, we obtain the desired estimate 
for the time derivative term which finishes our lemma. • 
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Proposition 3.2.4. Ut u € ^(O,!^1^)) n H l (0 ,T;  (H"1^)) and uh € Hl{Q,T:Vk) be 
the  solut ion of  (3 .2 .1)- (3 .2 .3)  and (3 .2 .10)-(3 .2 .12)  respect ive ly ,  where  g h  € L 2 (Q,T;  P h )  f l  
H*(Q,T; Ph) denotes an arbitrary approximation to g. Then, 
ll"~u/llli,3(o,r;#>(«)) - (il™0~uolliî(n) + ~™'llli=(o,r^t(n)) + II"*~"t lll=(o,T;(ff-l(n)) 
"
9 
~ 
9 + 
~ 
3 
"ffi(o,r^3(r))0 ' (3.2.2 <) 
Proof. According to Proposition (3.2.1) we need to bound the term 
Jll" - ûA||f,3(o,r^*(0)) + ll«t - ûtllz,2(0,r^r-i(n)))-
vnnin\r~gn 
Let w h  be the parabolic version of the H l {Q) projection of u onto V h ,  as defined in previous 
lemma (3.2.3). Moreover the following inequality (3.2.19) holds: 
II" - %^llf.z(o,T:*i(n)) + ll"t - yA||£2(o,r;ff-i(iî)) 
< C(||ti - ÛA||2a(0,r;gi(O)) + H"« ~ "^lllJ(0,T^~l(«))) ' (3.2.28) 
where û h  is an arbitrary element of H l (0, T;  V h )  Set g h  = u>Â|r- Using Lemma (3.2.2) we may 
choose vh 6 ffl(0,T;Vfl) such that vA|r = gh — gh and 
ll^lli^oT^Hn» + llutAlli=(o,TOf-i(R)) ^ c(\\9h - + ~ 
(3.2.29) 
Set ûh — vh + wh. Then, ûA|r = gh — gh +- gh = gh, and 
II" ~ + il"t ~ "t lli2(o,r^ff-l($2)) 
< ||u - ifA||^2(0>x^i(n)) + II"7* - "^Ili2(o,r^i(0)) 
+il"t - "'t llla(o,r^ff-i(n)) + IIwt ~ "tll£2(o,r^r-l($i)) 
= ||% - "7All£2(0,r^t(n)) + HuAllL2(0tx^t(n)) 
+11"* ~ u,tlllL2(o,r^ -l(£i)) + H^HL^ O.T-jî-'CÛ)) 
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< c(||« - 5AllL2(o,ra?l(n))+ IK ~ "t lliï(o,r^-l(ft)) 
+119* - »*lly(0,XiHi (r)) + Ils* - »*ll^(„,T*=(r») ' 
where at the last inequality we have used (3.2.28) and (3.2.29). Using triangle inequality for 
the last two terms, we can bound the right hand side by 
where in the last step we used once more the trace Theorem (2.2) of [20]. Therefore (3.2.19) 
Now, we turn our attention to the time derivative term. For that purpose we prove the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2.5. Let it, uk be the solutions of (3.2.1)-(3.2.3), (3.2.10)-(3.2.13) respectively. 
Then, 
IK - "t ll£2(o,r-,Jï-1(tt)) < IK ~ "t llL2(o.2Vff-I(n)) + II"* - "llz,2(o,2ïffi(n)))- (3.2.31) 
Proof. Note that, for every v € HQ{Q ) and for ûheHl(0,T;Vh) : ûA|r = g k ,  
{u t { t )  - uA(t), v)  = (ttt(t) -1i t ( t ) ,v -  Q h v)  + (Ut(t) - u£( t ) ,  Q h )  = 
(u t ( t )  - u*(t),u - Q k v)  + (Û*(t) - u*(t), v - Q h v)  + (Vu(t) - VuA(t), VQ h ) ,  
where in the last step we used the triangle inequality and the orthogonality condition. Note 
that ûh — uh 6 V$; hence, < (t) — uA(t), v — Qhv >= 0. Therefore, 
< ut(t) - uA(t),v >< ||ttt(t) - Willi» - QAv|| + IbW ~ "^WIIjrcnillQ^ylIffHn) 
C(||« - ÛA||L2(0,Trffl(R)) + HUt ~ ™tll£,2(0,TUi-l($2)) 
+119 ~9llL2(or.^(r)) +115 - s"ffi(o,T^,2(r)) 
+11$ - 9 + Ils ~ s "ff^(0,T;£2(r))) 
< c(||tt - ûAlli2(o,T^ l(n}) + IK - 5?llL2(0,T^-i(n)) 
+11$ - 9 ll£2(0,T^(n))+ ~ 9 "fli(o,r;L2(r)) 
+lb - ^ llistoT-jrHn)) + lb* ~ tl,*ll£2(o,T;ff-i(n)))> (3.2.30) 
together with (3.2.30) yield the desired inequality. • 
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Dividing by ||v||#i($i) and using properties of the projection we finally get, after taking supre-
mum over  v  E f lo( f i ) ,  
ll"t(t) - "t Wllfl-'tn) < C(||ti((t) - + b(t) -
which clearly implies (3.2.31). D 
Combining the propositions (3.2.3), (3.2.4), (3.2.1) we finally obtain the parabolic version 
of Cea's lemma: 
Theorem 3.2.6. Let u,uK the solutions of (3.2.1)-(3.2.3), (3.2.10)-(3.2.13) respectively. Then, 
lb - uAlk=(o,T^l(fi)) + Ibt - "t lk2(o,r^f-l(i2)) 
~ ~~ "lk2(°.r;#l(«)) + II"* ~ "tlk2(o,r^-l($2))) 
+\\9~9 ll£2(0,ruii(r)) + ~ 9 "ffi(o,:zu2(r))) (3.2.32) 
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CHAPTER 4. Applications to Optimal Control Problems 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider several boundary optimal control problems having states con­
strained to parabolic partial differential equations. We present analysis and finite element 
approximation of boundary optimal control problems, as well as the analysis and finite ele­
ment approximation of optimal control problems with penalized boundary data. Boundary 
controls can be easily realized, in contrast to distributed controls where more sophisticated 
techniques are required. For example, in the case of fluid flows, one may realize a boundary 
control through injection. Even though the practicality of boundary controls is evident, usually 
the mathematical analysis as well as the computations of such controls are more involved. 
For boundary optimal control problems having states constrained to elliptic partial differ­
ential equations, there has been a lot of progress both for the analysis and the finite element ap­
proximation of such problems, (see e.g, [15,16]). In the case of time dependent optimal control 
problems, analysis and approximations have been studied extensively for linear and semilinear 
parabolic equations where distributed controls are applied, usually via semigroup methods, (see 
e.g, [22,29,30]). Fully discrete, error estimates have been analysed (see e.g; [21,22]), and some 
iterated algorithms are presented in [11], based on more general optimization techinques such 
as Usawa Algorithms, augmented Lagrangian. In the case of time dependent Navier-Stokes, 
one may consult the recent work of [17] for analysis of optimal control problems and their fully 
discrete finite element approximations. 
For boundary optimal control problems, rigorous analysis and finite element approximations 
are yet unknown in many interesting cases. Only recently, analysis of boundary control prob­
lems concerning Navier Stokes equation, and the rigorous derivation of an optimality system 
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has been presented (see e.g; [10]) in the two dimensional case and some results concerning finite 
element approximations have been proven. Even in the case of linear or semilinear parabolic 
problems most of the past work do not include rigorous analysis of semidiscrete finite element 
approximations of the corresponding otpimatility system. The main difficulty consists of the 
lack of error estimates for parabolic problems with nonhomogeneous boundary data. The op-
timality systems arising from boundary optimal control problems are usually coupled and in 
order to uncouple the primal and dual variable, we need to use BRR theory (see, e.g, chapter 
4.4) that demands error estimates under minimal regularity assumptions. In addition, using 
the BRR theory, we will be able to avoid the semigroup machinery. 
The main aim of this chapter is the analysis and finite element approximation of optimal 
control problems having states constrained to parabolic partial differential equations as well 
as the derivation of semidiscrte error estimates. For that purpose we will use the techniques 
developed in previous chapters, especially sections 2.4 and chapter 3, where we derived error 
estimates with minimal regularity assumptions. 
4.2 Analysis of a boundary optimal control problem 
We want to minimize the functional, 
J(u>9) — ~2" jf lltt(6) ~ ^(0ll£3(«) + ^(llp(c)lll,2(r) + ll$*(()llf,3(r) + Il#(f)lli2(r))df 
(4.2.1) 
subject to the constraints 
itt — Au = / in (0, T) x fi (4.2.2) 
%|r = 9 in (0,T) x T (4.2.3) 
u(0,x) = uo(x) in fi (4.2.4) 
where / € £2(0, T;  (H l (Q)) ' ) ,  uq 6 L2(fi) are given functions, U Ç. L2(0, T; L2(Q)) is the target 
function, and g G L2(0,T; H1^)) fl Hl(0,T; L2(T)) is the control function. Again, fi is a two 
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dimensional smooth domain, with F its boundary. A weak formulation of the above system 
can be written as follows: 
(ut(t), u) + a(u(t), u) = (/(t), v) Vv€fio(Q) (4.2.5) 
u|r = 9 (4.2.6) 
(tt(0,z),z) = (ti0,z). VzeL 2 (Q)  (4.2.7) 
The admissible set Uad is defined by: 
Had = {(U, g)  € L2(0, T; fl^fi)) fl H l ( 0 ,  T ;  H ~ l ( Q ) )  x L2(0, T; tf^F)) n #l(0, T; L2(F)) 
such that J{u,g)  <C< oo}. 
Therefore, the optimal control problem B is: 
Definition 4.2.1. Find (u, g) € Ua d  such that J(u,g) is minimized and (u, g) satisfy (4.2.5)-
(4-2.7). 
The first goal is to prove the existence and uniqueness of the optimal pair (u, g) .  Note 
that we choose a more regular boundary control function g in order to facilitate the derivation 
of the semidiscrete error estimates. We may have chosen a less regular norm for the control 
g € L2(0, T; H* (T))C\H*(0, T; -£2(F)) in our functional J(u,g) but this leads to more difficulties 
from a computational point of view since the boundary equation at the optimality system would 
have involved the calculations and approximation theory of H* (F) in space norm. 
Theorem 4.2.2. There exists a unique solution of the boundary optimal control problem (B). 
Proof. First we need to show that the admissible set Uad is not empty. Indeed choose, g — 0 
then we obtain the standard heat equation with homogeneous boundary data, so there exists 
a unique w € £2(0,T;Hl(Q)) D Hl(Q,T; such that 
(ti7t(f), v) + o(to(t), v) = (/(«),u) Vv € Hq(Q) 
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tv|r = 0 
(u?(0, z),z) = (ii7o, z) Vz. E L 2 (Q)  
Moreover, we have that J(u?,0) < oc. Since ZVaj is not empty then, there exists a sequence 
(uk,gk) E Uad, such that 
(u k ( t ) ,v)  + a(u k { t ) ,v)  = </(t),v> Vv E JÏ$(Sl) (4.2.8) 
u*|r = <7* (4.2.9) 
(ufc(0,z),z) = (4,z) Vz E L 2 (Q) .  (4.2.10) 
and 
inf J(u ,g)  = lim J(u*,g*). (u,fl)€i/ad fc-»ee 
But the boundedness of the J(u k ,g k )  and a priori estimates for (4.2.8)-(4.2.10) imply that we 
can extract a subsequence still denoted by (u*, gk) such that 
uk -¥ û weakly in L2(0,T;Hl(Q)) 
u k  —> û weakly * in L°°(0 ,T;L 2 (Q))  
gk -*• g weakly on Z.2(0, T ; H l {T)  
uk -¥ û strongly in L2(0,T;L2(Q) 
ufc|r ->• û|r weakly in L2(0,T;ffi(r)) 
gk -* g strongly on I2(0, T; £2(r)). 
Therefore, choosing v  = <p(t)w,  where w E £fo($2), <p E C°°(0, T) ,  with o{T)  = 0, we get after 
integrating in time: 
rT rT 
I  -I- a(ufc(t), <p ( t )w ) ) d t  =  /  ( f ( t ) ,4> ( t )w ) d t .  (4.2.11) 
Jo  Jo  
Integrating the first term by parts with respect to time, 
rT rT 
( u k ( t ) ,<f> / ( t )w)+ I  a ( u k ( t ) ,4> ( t )w ) d t  = (u*(0)tv, 0(O)u?) + / ( f ( t ),<p( t )w) d t .  (4.2.12) 
Jo  Jo  
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It is obvious that we may pass the limit in all terms, and finally arrive at: 
J o  J o  
which clearly implies that 
(û(t),0/(t)tp) + I  a(û( t ) ,<j>(t )w)dt= (û(Q)w,<i>(Q)w)+ I  { f{ t ) ,<p{t )w)dt  (4.2.13) 
<«t(t),v>+a(û(t),u) = (/(t),u> Vu€ Hè(Q). (4.2.14) 
Note also that convergence results give, 
û|r =  9  
and 
(û(0,z),z) = (û0, z) V z. € L 2 (Q)  
Therefore the pair (û.g) satisfies (4.2.5)-(4.2.7) and together with the weak lower semicon-
tinuity of the functional J{u,g) we finally get that (û, g) is an optimal solution of problem 
The main goal of this section is to derive error estimates for the boundary control problem 
introduced in the previous section. Since we already proved the existence and uniqueness of 
such a control, we now focus on the approximation of the corresponding optimality system. 
We can rigorously derive the optimality system using techniques similar to [17] and show that 
the optimality system consists of a forward heat equation with nonhomogeneous boundary 
condition (4.2.5)-(4.2.7), the backward heat equation with zero boundary condition, and finally 
a boundary "elliptic" equation concerning the boundary control function g. We introduce the 
Lagrangian for (B), 
£(u(t),g(t),ft(t)) = J(u(t),9(t)) - ((ttt(t),M0> + f<*(«(*),M*)) - (f(t),M(t))) (4.3.1) 
Then we differentiate the Lagrangian with respect to each of its arguments to obtain the fol­
lowing optimality system of equations that the optimal solution for (B) must satisfy: Forward 
(B). 0 
4.3 Optimality systems 
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heat equation 
(u t ( t ) ,  v> + a(u(t), v)  = </(t), v> Vue (4.3.2) 
"|r = <7 (4.3.3) 
(«(0,x ), z) = («o,z)  Vz € £2(fi), (4.3.4) 
backward heat equation 
-{ fh( t ) ,v)  + a(n( t ) ,v)  =  a(u{t )  -  U(t) ,v)  V u e  f f o ( Q )  ( 4 . 3 . 5 )  
A*|r = 0 (4.3.6) 
(p(T,z),z) = 0 VzeL2(fi), (4.3.7) 
and the boundary "elliptic" equation 
(#»$(*))d»r)£2(r) + (5tt(t)tr)£3(D + ($(*)>r)£2(r) = \r) Vr € ffL(F) (4.3.8) 
$(0,z) = uolr (4.3.9) 
gt(T,x ) = 0, fft(0, x ) = 0. (4.3.10) 
Now, we are ready to define the discrete weak optimality system. For that purpose we may 
use notation similar to the one introduced in chapter 3 and write our system as follows: Let 
Vk C Hl{Q) be a finite dimensional subspace of Hl(Q), VQ(Q) C HQ(Q) and Ph = VA|r- We 
seek uh e /f1(0,T;Vr'l),/iA e H1(Q,T;VQ) andgh € fT^(0,T;f*) such that 
(u A ( t ) ,v h )  -ha(u f l ( t ) ,v A )  = </(<), uA) Vv A  € V 0 A  (4.3.11) 
u f l\r = gh (4.3.12) 
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(tiA(0,x),zA) = (tt$,zA) VzA € Zh (4.3.13) 
-</tf W. »"> + "(A*), vh) = a(uh(t) - ((),«*) Vvhe V0h (4.3.14) 
(4.3.15) 
(M h (T ,z) , z h )  =  0  Vz h e Z h  (4.3.16) 
(a,/(f),ay) + (<£(<), r") + (/((),rA) = I(^l,rA) Vr" € (4.3.17) 
4.4 Some results concerning the approximation of a class of 
nonlinear-coupled problems 
The aim of this section is to describe the main tool -the BRR method (see e.g; [12])- that we 
will be using in subsequent sections to derive semidiscrete error estimates. The BRR technique 
has been used to approximate a class of nonlinear problems. These results imply that under 
certain hypotheses, the error of approximation of solutions of certain nonlinear problems is 
basically the same as the error of approximation in the solution of related linear problems. 
Moreover, in our case, this technique can be used to uncouple systems such as (4.3.2)-(4.3.10) 
and to derive error estimates based on the approximation properties of the nonhomogeneous 
heat equation with essential boundary data. Here, for the sake of completeness, we state some 
relevent resuts specialized to our needs. For a more extensive presentation of the BRR theory 
one may consult [12] and [6]. The problems considered in [12] are of the following type. For a 
give A 6 A, we seek a $ € X, such that 
where T 6 £(>', X),G is a C2 mapping from A x X into y ,  X ,y  are Banach spaces, and A is 
a compact interval of 71. We say that {(A, ip\) : A € A} is a branch of solutions of (4.4.1) if 
A —> t£(A) is a continuous function from A into X such that (4.4.1) holds. The branch is called 
t + TQ{ A, V) = 0 (4.4.1) 
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a regular branch if we also have that t f r  + tq^x ,  ^(A)) is an isomorphism from x  to xv \ € A, 
where G* denotes the Frechet derivative with respect to the second argument. We assume that 
there exists another Banach space z, contained in y, with continuous embedding, such that 
(7*(A, i!>) 6 C(X, Z) VA € A, $ € X.  (4.4.2) 
Approximations are defined by introducing a subspace x h  C x  and an approximating operator 
th € c(x, z). Then given A € A, we seek ^ € xh such that 
+ ThG(A, Tj}h) = 0. (4.4.3) 
Concerning the linear operator we assume the approximation properties: 
Km||(T*-r)w|U = 0 Vto$y (4.4.4) 
and 
]im\\Th-T\\c{Z,X)=Q. (4.4.5) 
Note that whenever the imbedding z  C x  is compact, then the last relation follows from 
(4.4.4), and moreover the operator tg* € c.(x, x) is compact. Now we ready to state the 
main theorem. 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let X and y be Banach spaces and A a compact interval of H. Assume 
that G is a C2 mapping from A x X into y and that D2G is bounded on all bounded sets of 
A x X. Assume that (4-4-2)-(4-4-4)-(4-4-5) hold and that {^(A); A € A} is a branch of regular 
solutions of (4.4-1)- Then there exists a neighborhood O of the origin in X and, for h < ho 
small enough, a unique C2 function A —» ^a(A) 6 XK such that (^A(A); A € A} is a branch 
of regular solutions of (4-4-3) and rph{\) — p(\) € O for all A 6 A. Moreover, there esists a 
constant C > 0, independent of h, A such that 
||^(A) - tf(A)||* < C||(T* - T)G{K4{m\x VA € A. (4.4.6) 
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4.5 Error estimates for semidiscrete finite element approximation of the 
optimality system 
In. this section we derive error estimates for the semidiscrete finite element approximation of 
the optimality system (4.3.11)-(4.3.15). The key ingredients of the proof have been established 
in chapter 3, as well as in section 4.4. The main strategy is as follows. First we rewrite the 
weak optimality and the discrete optimality systems in the appropriate form (4.4.1)-(4.4.3) 
respectively. Then using theorem (4.4.1) and the error estimates of chapter 3, we are able to 
obtain the desired estimates. In our setting, the BRR theory allows us to reduce the problem 
of deriving convergence results and error estimates for the uncoupled optimality system to 
that of deriving the analogous results for an appropriate version of the direct problem for the 
state system. The application of the BBR theory requires results about the convergence of 
approximations of linear problems under minimal regularity assumptions. This requirement is 
independent of the actual smoothness of the optimal solutions. Specifically, fix X = 1, and set 
X = £2(0, T;  H l (0 ) )  n H l (0, T;  H~\Q)  x I2(0, T; £^(0) n H\0, T;  L 2 {T) )  
xl2(0, T;  JÏ&Q)) n H l{0, T;  fM(O)) 
with the norm 
II (tt, 9,^)11^ = llulli2(0,ruil(12)) + llutll£,î(O.T;>ï-1(IÎ)) + ll^lli2(0,T;Hl(r))+ 
I Im I Iz ,2 (0 .T : » i ( I î ) )  +  lb t l l i 2 (0 ,T^ i - l (n ) )  V (u ,  5 ,  n)eX 
and 
y = X2(0, T;  H~ l (Q))  x L 2 (Q)  x I2(0, T; H?(T))  n f f i (0, T;  L 2 ( r)) 
xL 2 (0 ,T; f f - l (Q))  x  L 2 (Q)  
with the norm, 
ll(/i. "o> fzj "o)lly = ll/illia(o,r^-t(n)) + lluolll2($i) + ^ ^2(o,r^ri(r))"^ 
"
fc
"ffi(o,r-x2(r))+ ll/2Hi2(otr^r-l(ft)) + lluolli2(a))-
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Moreover, let 
Xk = H l{0, T; Vh) x g\0, T; /*) x ti^O, T; Kfc) 
equipped with the appropriate norm, and for a small e  >  0 we define 
Z = L2(0,T; H~1+e(Q)) x He(Q) x L2{0 tT;H l{T))n 
r\H l(Q,T;L2{T)) x L2{0,T; H' l+e{Q)) x H\Q). 
Note that 2 C V with a compact imbedding. We define the operator T(y, X) as follows: 
T(C, "o> «o) = 9. A) if and only if, 
<ût(t),v> + a(û(t),v) = (Ç,v> Vuefl-Q1^) (4.5.7) 
u|r = k (4.5.8) 
(«(0,z),z) = (u£,z) Vz 6 L2(fi) (4.5.9) 
-<At(t)» "?> + a{n( t ) , w) = (t) ,w)  Vtv € #o(Q) (4.5.10) 
#t|r — 0 (4.5.11) 
(/x(T,z),z) = («g,z) = 0 Vz € £2(fi) (4.5.12) 
(d,5(t),d,r) - (9«W,r) + (9(t),r) = (^((),r) Vr € (4.5.13) 
Analogously, the operator TkeC(y, X) can be defined as follows: 
Th(Ç, u&, k, t i, «§) = (û\ gh, fik) if and only if 
(ûk(t), vh) + a(ùh{t),vh) = (C, uA> VuA € Vtf (4.5.14) 
ûA|r = & (4.5.15) 
(û(0, z),z2) = («5, sh) VsheVk (4.5.16) 
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-</#(*) ,  w k )  + a( f i h ( t ) ,  w h )  = (r?, «*) Vw* 6 V 0 h  (4.5.17) 
Air = 0 (4.5.18) 
(Aa(T, *), zA) = 0 VzA 6 (4.5.19) 
(d,^(t),d,rA) - (%, r") + (d h ( t ) , r h )  = (^-(i), rA) Vr^P4. (4.5.20) 
Moreover, we define G : X —¥ y  by G(û,  g, p)  = (Ç, tig, t, 77, Uq) if and only if: 
<C ( t ) ,v)  =  ( -m,v)  Vue^f i )  
(tt£(0,r),z) = (tz0,z) Vz € L 2 {Q) 
*lr = 9 
(rj(t),v) = a(u(t) - U(t),v) Vz€ffo(S2) 
(ug(7\z),z) = 0 Vz € L2(Q). 
It is easily seen that the optimality system (4.3.2)-(4.3.10) is equivalent to 
(u ,g , f i )  +  TG(u,g ,n)  = 0 (4.5.21) 
and the discrete weak optimality system is equivalent to: 
(A /, /) + ThG(uh, g\ fth) = 0. (4.5.22) 
Now we are ready to state the main theorem concerning the error estimates of the semidiscrete 
finite element approximation of the optimality system. Of course, we will apply the results 
of BRR theorem, stated in section (4.4), as well as the semidiscrete error estimates of linear 
parabolic problems with nonhomogeneous boundary data presented in chapter 3. 
Theorem 4.5.1. Let (u, g,  p) ,  (u h ,  g h ,  f i* 1 )  be  the  solut ions  o f  the  weak opt imal i ty  sys tem (4-3 .2)-
(4-3.8) and the discrete weak optimality system (4.3.11)-(4.3.15) respectively. Then, 
II™ ~ u'llli2(o.r^l(n)) "*• I'u< - tt^ll£2(0,r-^-i($i)) + Ils ~ 9AllL2(o,r^f1(r)) 
+llfft — 9*lli,2(o,r^,2(r)) + Il M ~ /**lll2(0,r^f:(O)) + IK ~ lli2(o,r^-KR)) (4.5.23) 
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Proof. First, it follows from theorem (3.2.6) that the two linear parabolic problems with non-
homogeneous boundary data have a unique solution u, fi respectively both belonging to 
£2(0, T\Hl(Q)) n Hl(Q,T]H~l(Q)). Similarly for the discrete weak problems, there exixt 
unique solution uk,fih respectively both belonging to Hl(Q, T; Vh). Moreoever, 
II™* ~ ulli,2(o,r^rl(n)) + Ibt - tttlli2(o,r;jf-,(a)) ® (4.5.24) 
and 
IImA - + lb* ~ ^<ll£,2(o,r^-l(n)) (4.5.25) 
Next, we consider problems (4.3.8)-(4.3.15). Set r = g( t )  in (4.3.8) and integrate by parts with 
respect to time: 
{d s g[t ) ,d s g( t ) )  + (<7t(t)i<7t(t)) + {g( t ) ,g( t ) )  > l l9 t l l z . 1 (o ,T^ , 2 (r ) ) ) -
Similarly for the discrete problem (4.3.15) we obtain: 
(d 3 g h { t ) ,d s g h ( t ) )  +  (<7^( t ) ,9^( t ) )  +  (9^( t ) ,9^(( ) )  > £'( l l0*l l£ 2 (o ,r ;J ï l ( f t ) )  l l^*l l i 2 (o .T^L 2 (r ) ) ) -
Note also that the right hand side of (4.3.8) is a bounded linear operator. Therefore by the 
Hilbert-Bramble lemma, 
11$ - 0*lli2(o,r;#Mn)+ ~ S*lli2(o,T^ -2(r))  ^
C ( I I É e _ É ^ H  ,  + | , É a _ Ê / , |  ,  ) <  Vldn dn "L2(o,T^-i(r))T 1 1  dn dn llfft(o,r^2(r))'' -
C(lb - P*lll2(0,T;#i(O)) + Ibt - llL2(0,r^i-i($î))) 0 
where in the last step we used a well known trace theorem (2.3) in [23]. Note also that standard 
regularity theorems for the linear parabolic problem (see, theorem (6.1) in [23]) imply that the 
solution N of problem (4.3.5)-(4.3.7) belongs to L2(0,T; HQ(Q)) fl Hl(0,T;L2(Q)). Therefore, 
H(r-rÂ)(/,tiâ,fc,T?,«2)lk-^o v(/,<*,T,,u2) G y. (4.5.26) 
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For any (/, Uq, k, 77, Uq) 6 2 a regularity Theorem (see theorem (6.1) in [23]) for the solution 
of the linear parabolic equation with nonhomogeneous boundary data implies that (û, g, p.) = 
T{f, Uq> Uq) has the following regularity properties: 
û € L2(0, T; tf1+e(Q)) n fl^O, T; fl-1+e(fi)) 
g € £2(0, T; H1^)) n T; £2(F)) 
û € I2(0, T; £f1+e(fi)) A fl^O, T; H~ l + e (Q)) .  
Therefore, using theorem (3.2.6) (and the corresonding approximation theory properties) 
||(7"- T k ) ( f ,u l ,  k ,  t j , uo)ll* < Che (||û||£2(o,r;»Hc(fi)) + ||«t||L2(o, r^-»+«(n))  +  llsll^to .r^Kr))  
+llflt|lz,i(0,r^2(r)) + llAlll2(0,T^fi+«(R)) + HAt||£,2(0,T^-l+«($2))) < (4.5.27) 
he (ll/llL2(o,r^f-l-t"($ï)) + ll"ollfl«(n) + ll^lli,2(o,T^:(r)) + ll*tlk2(o,r;Z,2(r)) 
+IMlL2(0,T;if-l+t(«)) + lluollfl«(fi)) < ^ e||(/. «0» Vj "oil2 
which implies that 
11(7- - T h )U,  «à. 77, t«2)|U < Ch c \ \ ( f ,  ul  k ,  77, «2)112. (4.5.28) 
• 
4.6 Analysis of a penalized boundary optimal control problem 
In this section, following [19], we study a Dirichlet boundary control problem using a 
penalized approach. Penalty methods for solving Dirichlet (uncontrolled) elliptic problems 
was first proposed in [2]. Using the penalized approach it is possible to avoid the boundary 
Laplacian which arises at the optimality system otherwise, (see e.g; [14,17]. Moreover, in 
comparison with [21,28,29], we minimize a different type of functional. The optimal control 
problem (P) we consider is to find a pair (u, g) such that the functional 
J("'9) = l|Vtt(z,t)|£2(n)<it+!^ ||0OM)||£2(r)<fc 
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is minimized subject to the constraint: 
ut - f Au + A(u3 - u) = / in (0, T) x Q (4.6.1) 
u|r = g on (0,T) x F (4.6.2) 
u(0,z) = UQ(Z) in $2 (4.6.3) 
where A > 0, $2 is a two or three dimensional simply connected bounded domain with boundary 
F. The positive constants a,/? can be used to limit the size of the control. Now we are ready 
to give the weak formulation of the problem (4.6.1)-(4.6.3): Given 
/ € l2(0,r; jrl(Q)-)), g €  M := L 2 (0 ,T;  H* (Y)) ,  
we say that u € X := £2(0, T;H l (Q))  fl is a weak solution of (4.6.1)-(4.6.3) 
if: 
("t(t), v) + a(u(t), u) + (u3(t) - u(t), u) = (/(i), u) Vu € #d(0) (4.6.4) 
u|r = g (4.6.5) 
u(0,z) = uo. (4.6.6) 
A proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution in the sense of the above definition 
can be found in the literature. Note that u(t) 6 a.e t, implies that u(t) € L6(Q), i.e 
u3(t) € Z2(fi), a.e t. The optimal control problem we study can be stated as: 
Definition 4.6.1. Find a pair (u,g)  €  X xM such that  J(u, g) is minimized subject to (4.6.4)-
(4.6.6). 
Definition 4.6.2. The admissible set is defined by Uad = {(«,$) 6 XxM : (u, g) satisfies (4.6.4)— 
(4.6.6))} 
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By introducing the penalized version of the above problem, we are able to obtain a Neumann 
type of boundary condition which simplifies the analysis of the optimal control problem. In 
general, boundary value problems with Neumann condition are simpler compared to Dirichlet 
boundary value problems from an analytical point of view. The penalty approach can be viewed 
as an attempt to regularize our system and avoid the additional complexity introduced by the 
nonhomogeneous boundary data of Dirichlet type. Unfortunately, the use of a penalty term 
usually reduces the rate of convergence of the proposed algorithm and usually requires a careful 
examination of the limit case which can be challenging. In practice, the penalized approach 
provides an efficient way of creating amd implementing algorithms. For each s e (0, £), find a 
(uti9<) € X x M such that the functional J(u, g) is minimized subject to the constraints: 
(ut(t),u> + i/o(ti(t),u) + A(u3(t) - u(t),u) = (/(t),v) Vu€#o(fi) (4.6.7) 
+ -tt = -5 on F (4.6.8) 
cfn  s  s  
ue(0,z) = uo(x). (4.6.9) 
Note that as s —• 0 the Neumann boundary condition reduces to the Dirichlet boundary 
condition (4.6.5). Multiplying (4.6.1) by a test function u € Hl(Q) and integrating by parts 
we obtain the following alternative weak formulation: 
dt i  
<«t(t), v) + va{u{t ) ,  V ) - y(^(f), v}^  + A(u3(t) - u(t), u) = </(t), v ) Vue #\0). 
(4.6.10) 
Eliminating the i/|^ term in the boundary integral using (4.6.8) we arrive at the following 
definition of the weak penalized solution for the parabolic problem with Neumann boundary 
condition. 
Definition 4.6.3. Let g € M, u € X, is said to be a solution of (4-6.1)-(4-6.3) with Neumann 
boundary condition if: 
(u t ( t ) ,  u) + va(u( t ) ,v)  +  |(u(t),9>r + A(u3(t) - u(t), u) = 
(/(*),»> + pW),v>r Vue ffl(fi). (4.6.11) 
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Therefore we are ready to define the penalized optimal control problem (Pe) as: 
Definition 4.6.4. Find (ue,ge) € X x M such that J(u,g) is minimized subject to (4.6.11). 
Now we need to prove the existence of a solution for the optimal control problem (P.). 
Lemma 4.6.5. For any e € (0,^) and ge 6 M there exists a ue 6 L°°(Q,T; L2(Q)) n 
£2(0,T;Hl(n)), uf 6 L2(0,T : (51(fi))e) satisfying (4-6.11). Moreover, 
lluC|li2($2) ~*~l/ fQ ll^ue(s)lli2(fi)<'s + 2^ jQ lluC(s)ll£2(r)<'s + A jf ||uc(s)||£4(n)ds < 
^ jf ll/MII^KQ)-* + ^  jf ll»*(s)lli=,r)<'» + ll«olli= = D (4.6.12) 
"C\\uC\ÏL*(0,T;Hl(n)) 5 D. (4.6.13) 
Proof. For simplicity we drop e notation from functions uc,ge. Setting v = u(t) in (4.6.11) we 
get 
|^ll«(«)llL2(n) + fo(u(t),u(i)) + |||«(t)|£3(r) + A||u(t)||^(n) = 
( / (<) ,  u(t)> + i < g(t) ,  u(t) >r +A||«(t)|||2(n). (4.6.14) 
Therefore, 
gpll"(()llL2(R) + 2f||Vu(s)||£2(Q)ds-I- -ll"(s)ll£,2(r) + A||ti(t)|[£,«(£i) ^ 
2 < /(,),*(*) > +i||9(5)||iJ(r) + i||tt(s)||^ + A||«(*)||2W (4.6.15) 
Thus, we may rewrite the above inequality as: 
! !"(*)  i l£2($i )  +  j q  ( l l v t t (®)l l i 2 (a)  ~l l t t ( s ) l l l2(r) )<' s )  
+t/C llu(s)llfli(n) + A||it(t)llî,4(n) < 
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2 (/(s), "(s)) + -||g(s)||f,2(n) + —||"(s)||£3(r) + A||ti(t)l||;a(ft)» (4.6.16) 
where we used the following inequality for e € (0, 
Mh ( r )  + \\Vv\ \ l  > C\\v \ \ 2 H H a )  Vu € Hlm- (4.6.17) 
Note also that 2(/(s),u(s)) < Cp||u(s)||^l(fi) + ^||/(«)||(ffi(aM.. so we finally arrive at: 
jplM*)llz,2(n) + + ^ ll"(s)llr + A||ti(t)||^(fi) < 
^II/MI&XW + 7ll9(s)lli'(n + A||u(i)Hl=. (4.6.18) 
Dropping the positive terms and using Gronwall's lemma we arrive to: 
llullL«(o,T;£2(fi) ^ ^(^ll/(5)llîfi(fi)e + ~ll9(s)lli,2(r))<'s+ llyollia)- (4.6.19) 
Returning back to (4.6.18) and using the inequality (4.6.17) once more, we get Vt € [0, T), 
liu(0lli,2 + v c  (Il1*(s)!l«-i(n) + ll"(s)ll£,«(n))<'s 5 
^ ^ vC " ' £2 (o,T;Hl (a)  ' ) + ~ll9lli,2(o,r^3(r) + Iholliî)- (4.6.20) 
• 
Now we are ready to prove the existence of the solution of the optimal control problem (Pc). 
Theorem 4.6.6. Assume that s E (0, Then there exists a solution (uc, gc) € X x M /or 
the optimal control problem (P£). 
Proof. From lemma (4.6.5), there exists a solution (uc,gc) such that (4.6.11) holds. Hence, we 
may extract subsequences (um,gm) E L°° (0, T; L2(Q)) H £2(0, T; ff^Q) x L2(Q,T; L2(T)) such 
that Vu E Hl(Q): 
«\ v> + fo(um(t), u) + i<ttm(t), u)r + ((um)3(t) - um(t)r u) = 
+ (4-6.21) 
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and 
mUmo/(ttm,<n=inf{J(u,j7) : («,*) 6 L°°(0, T; £2(fi)) n £2(0, T; H\Q))  X £2(0,T; H\T)) ,  
such that ( u , g )  satisfies(4.6.11)}. 
The boundedness of J(u m ,g m )  implies the boundedness of J* ||Vum(t)||^2(n)^, and 
Jo (Il9m(i)lll2(r)dt- Therefore there exist ue,ge such that: 
Vum Vue weakly in £2(0,T;£2(n)) 
gm -*• ge weakly in £2(0, T;  L 2 (T))  
um -*• tic weakly-* in £°°(0,r;£2(f2)). 
Using once more the inequality (4.6.17), we also have that: 
u m  -> ue weakly in£2(0, T ; H l (Q))  
um uc strongly in£2(0, T; £4(fi)), 
where at the last convergence we used the well known compact imbedding results. Choosing 
u = <p(t)w with à{t) smooth such that <j>(T) = 0 in (4.6.21), and integrating from 0 to T: 
[  { (u?{ t ) ,< f>( t )w)  +  va{u m ( t ) ,< t>{ t )w) )d t+  
J o 
fT 7>r + ((tim)3(t) - U{t ) , 4>{ t )w) )d t  =  
Jo ( 
[ T  {(m,  <Kt)y>)  +  7(g m ( t ) ,4>(t )w) r )dt .  (4.6.22) Jo 6 ; 
Integrating by parts in time 
rT 
~ [ ((tim(t), <^t(t)«?) + fo(ttm(t), 0(«)w)+ 
Jo 
+i(tim(t), ^ (t)ti7)r + ((um)3(t) - U m { t),<t>{t)w) )d t  =  
f { ( f ( t ) ,<?( t )w)  + ^ (g m ( t ) ,<p( t )w) r )d t  + (tim(0),<>(0)u7). (4.6.23) 
Jo s 
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It is obvious that we may pass the limit through the linear terms. Hence, we need only to 
consider the nonlinear term. Note that, 
f ((um)3(t) — ( u e ) 3 ( t ) ) < f r ( t ) wdx  =  f (t1m(t)-ttc(t))((Um)2(t)+ttm(t)uc(t) + (t1=)2(<)Mt)tr< 
Jn Jn 
< C||um(t) - uc(t)||£«($i)l!<P(t)t»|lz,«(n)(ll("c)2(<)llL2(fi) + ll(u'n)2(t)llL2(n)) 
< C„,um||um(t) — UC(t)||£,4(fi). 
Therefore we may pass the limit to the nonlinear term, which concludes the proof. D 
We want to examine the behavior of the solution of the optimal Neumann control problem 
as c —> 0. 
Theorem 4.6.7. For each s € (0,^), let (ue,ge) € X x M be a solution of the optimal 
Neumann control problem (Pc). Then there exists an element (û, g) € Uad> end a subsequence 
Ek —• oc such that: 
uCk —• ù weakly in L2(0. T : Hl(Q)) 
u'k —• û strongly in £2(0, T; L2(Q)) 
gtk -» g weakly in L2{0,T : £2(F)) 
u'k —» û strongly in L2(0,T; £4(Q)). 
Proof. First note that the second and fourth convergence results follows from the first one, 
since £2(0,T;£f1($î)) is compactly imbedded in L2(0,T; L2(Q)) and L2(0,T; £4(fi)). For the 
first convergence result we proceed as follows: 
Lemma (4.6.5) guarantees the existence of a solution pair (u?c, 0) for g = 0, for every s 6 (0, . 
The solution pair satisfies: 
«(t),v) + i/a(ti?c(t),v) + ^ (u?c(t),v>r 
+A(trc3(t) - w(t),v) = </(t), v) Vu€ ff'CQ). (4.6.24) 
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Moreover the following inequalities holds: 
llu,elll<»(0,r^2(O)) +t/^Wwe\lhio,T-rH^(Si)) + ^Hu,cll2,«(o,r^.«(n)) -
~ ^2yC^^2(0'T:I,2(R)) + Hu°^2(tt)) (4.6.25) 
V Jo t^°e^ 2(Q)<'< 2e Jo Hurll£2(n<'*  ^JQ ll1°e(t)llL4(0)<ft  ^
^2^c"^^2(°.T;(»l(0))') + Hu°llL2(fi))- (4.6.26) 
(w e ,  0) is an admissible element for (Pe), which implies that J(u e ,g e )  < J(w c ,Q)  so that: 
I Jar II'V"'\\bm<U + f £ Mï»<r><* < I [ l|Vt»'lli1(il, (4.6.27) 
~ ^4y2c"^"^2(0>r:Hl(fi)e) + ^i/ll"0"^2^))' (4.6.28) 
where at the last inequality we have used (4.6.26). Clearly, we have the estimates, 
J ll^"*lli,2(0)d* ^ {fy2c\\f\\2L*(o,T;(HHn))') + 2^lluolli2(n)) (4.6.29) 
JQ Il5clll2(r) ^ (^2^ll/llr2(o,T;(/f1)' + ^;iluollL2(fi))- (4.6.30) 
The above estimates indicate that ||Vue||£2(0,T^,2(n))» and ||<7e||i2(o,r;L2(r)) are bounded inde-
pedented of e. We also know that, 
V Jo "V™e"'2(n) + 2s fo - ^ 2vC^"^Hi2(o,T;(Hi)*)+ ~H9elll2(o,T-j,2(r)) + Iholli2^))» 
which implies that, 
lluellij(otr-x2(T) — (^ll/lll2(Q,r,(/f1)') + ll^elli2(o,T-x2(r)) +£lluolli2(n))- (4.6.31) 
Substituting (4.6.30) into (4.6.31), we get: 
IMIr^ojWtn) ^ ((^ + ^^)ll/lli2(0,T;(H1)') + + ff)!Ml£2(a)) (4.6.32) 
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- ^ 2èc + ^ 2c)li^li3(0,T;(Hi)-) + (^ + ^ )IMl£w (4.6.33) 
Therefore Il«e|||2(0,r^,2(r)' 13 bounded independent of s .  Using inequality (4.6.17), 
llu£lliJ(o,T^frl(n)) - + JQ ll"ellL2(r))- (4.6.34) 
Therefore we may extract a subsequence e* —> 0 such as k —• oo, £k —• 0 such that: 
us" -> û weakly inl2(0, T;  B l ( f l ) )  
ue* -> û strongly inZ,2(0, T;  L 2 (Q))  
g"k -* g weakly in£2(0, T; £2(F)) 
uc* —• û strongly in£2(0,T; L 4 (Q)) .  
• 
Proposition 4.6.8. The limit (û, g) defined in Theorem (4-6.7) satisfies (4.6.4)-(4-6-8). More-
oever, g € L2(0,T; fli(r)). 
Proof. We know that (uc, gc) satisfies: 
<urt(t), v)  + va{u '{ t ) ,  v )  + A((ue)3(t) - u*(t), v)  = ( / ( ( ) ,  v )  Vv 6 ^(0). 
Choose v = <£(t)to, where <p(t) is smooth with 4>(T) = 0, and w € Hq(îî). Using integration by 
parts in time we obtain 
- f (u e ( t ) ,<j / ( t )w)dt  +v  f a(u e ( t ) ,<p( t )w)dt  
Jo  Jo  
+ A  f  ( (" e ) 3  -  u e ( t ) ,<t>(t )w)dt  =  f  ( f ( t ) ,é( t )w)dt  - (u§, <p(0)ttf). 
Jo  Jo  
Using the results of Theorem (4.6.7) and a similar continuity argument for the nonlinear term, 
we may pass the limit as —» 0 to get: 
(ut(t), u) + i/o(û(t),u) + À(û3(t) -û(t),u) = (/(t),u) Vu € Hq (ÇV ) 
Moreover, multiplying (4.6.5) by e and taking the limit as & -» oo, we finally have that 
<û(t),v)r = (5(t),u>r Vv€Hl(fi), 
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which clearly implies û|r = g.  Finally, well known trace theorems give that geL 2 (0 ,  T;  H* (F) )n  
HX{0,T;L 2 (T)) .  • 
Our next goal is to show that the solution pair (û, g) is indeed the solution of the optimal 
control problem (P). The next proposition is a partial answer to the above question, since it 
guarantees optimality only in smaller class. 
Proposition 4.6.9. J(û ,g)  < J(tv, z) V(ty, z) 6 Ua<i such that |^(t) € £ 2 ( f i )  for  a lmost  
every t. 
Proof. Let's assume that (w, z) 6 Uad- Then w is the weak solution defined by: 
Let ze := z + Then we have that zc 6 L2(F). Moreover, adding and subtracting 
appropriate terms we can rewrite (4.6.35) as: 
Hence, (w, z e )  is an admissible pair for the optimal control problem (Pc), which implies 
(w t ( t ) ,  v )  + ua(w(t ) ,  u) - ">r+ 
+\{w 3 ( t )  -w{t ) ,v)  = (/((), u) Vu € H l (ft) (4.6.35) 
ty|r = z 
w ( 0 , x )  =  W q .  
(w t ( t ) ,  v} + fo(ti?(t), u) + p(z(t), u)r 
+{w3(t) -w(t),v) = <J(t),v) + j{2*{t),z)r Vu 6 
J { w , z e )  > J { u e , g c ) .  
But 
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Therefore, 
J(w,z)  = J(w,z e )  +0{e)  > J{u e ,g e )  +  0(e) .  
Taking the lira inf, as £k —• 0 we finally get 
J  (tu, z)  > lim inf J  (uCfc ,gc*) > J  (û, g) .  k-*0 
• 
Remark 4.6.10. In order to prove that the solution pair is indeed an optimal solution for 
the optimal control problem (P), we need to use results concerning the continuous dependence 
on data of the semilinear parabolic problem with nonhomogeneous boundary data. To our 
knowledge, such a result is not available in the literature. 
4.7 Finite element approximations for the penalized optimality system 
In the last section, we showed that the optimal solutions of the Neumann control problem 
(Pe) converge to an "optimal" solution of the original control problem (P). Therefore, we may 
choose a sufficiently small e and solve (Pe) in order to approximate a solution of (P). In this 
section, we describe the solution of the "approximate" problem (Pe) for fixed e. First, we derive 
the optimality system of problem (Pe), and then we discuss the convergence of the optimality 
system as e —• 0. We introduce the Langrangian for (Pc), 
L(u{t ) ,g( t ) ,n( t ) )  = J(u(i),s(t)) - ({ut ( t ) ,n( t ) )  +  va{u{t ) ,n( t ) )  
+À(u3(t) - u( t ) , f i ( t ) ) -{u( t ) ,n( t ) ) r  -  (/(£) , /i(t)> -  -(#(() ,  
Then, we are differentiating the Lagrangian with respect to each of its arguments to obtain 
the following optimality system of equations that the optimal solution for (Pe) must satisfy. 
(uf(t),u> + i/o(tts(t),u) + p(«*((), v)r + A(u3(t) -u(t),v) = 
= </(t),U> + j(«7c(t),v)p v«€ h l m (4.7.1) 
-(/if (t), w) + na{f i e ( t ) ,w)  + |(/ie(«)» w )r  
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+À(/t(t)(3ti2(t) — u(t)),tr) = a(ue(t),u?) VtcÇ (4.7.2) 
0<g s ( t )  +  ^ n e ( . t ) , z>= 0  V z € l 2 ( r )  ( 4 . 7 . 3 )  
Now we may use the last equation to eliminate g from (4.7.1) to obtain: 
(u;(t), u) + va{u c ( t ) ,  u) + ^<ue(<), u)r = 
= </(t),v> - ±(ne(t),v)r Vu 6 J5rl(«) (4.7.4) 
Equations (4.7.l)-(4.7.3) or (4.7.2)-(4.7.4) are called an optimality system of equations. Note 
that we may rigorously derive the optimality system following standard techniques for optimal 
control problems. Let G be the set of all ge € M. For each ge there exists a unique solution 
ue of (4.6.11). Hence, we denote the solution map by ue(ge) : G —• L2(0,T: Hl(Q)). The 
first order necessary condition is available if the above map is Gateaux differentiate. But 
the monotonicity of our PDE, together with the a priori estimates derived in lemma (4.6.5) 
guarantee the existence of the Gateaux derivative. Furthermore, the Gateaux derivative wc = 
in every direction h € M, satisfying appropriate compatibility conditions, is given by the 
solution of the problem, 
(ti?t(t),u) + ua(w e { t ) ,  u) + A(3u?2(t) - w(t) ,  v  >= (/((), u) Vu 6 tio(fi) 
(w e ( t ) , s ) r  = (h(x) ,s ) r  Vs€H~±(T )  
Now we can show that the optimal solution must satisfy the first order necessary condition. If 
(u£,$e), then 
J(u e ,g e  + \h)  > J(u e ,g e )  
which implies that 
+ £0 ifx>„ 
and 
+  t f A < 0  
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Clearly, the limit tends to zero as A —• 0, which implies that the first necessary condition is 
valid. Next we choose finite element space Vk satisfying standard approximation properties 
(3.2.4)-(3.2.6) as in chapter 3. Moreover, we denote by Pk the L2 projection from £2(ft) to 
Vk such that 
(P h v ,  w k )  = (u, w k )  V w k  &V h  
and by Qk the generalized L2 projection, i.e Qk : (H1(ft))* —• Vk such that, 
(Q h v ,  w k )  = (u, w k )  V w h  € V h .  
Note that Q k v  = P k viv  6 I2(ft). Now, we are ready to define finite element approximations 
of the optimality system (4.7.2)-(4.7.4). For convenience we drop the e notation. Find uk 6 
Hl(0,T;Vh),nh € Hl{0,T;Vk) such that 
("£(<), »*> + fo(uA(t), v*) + i<uA(i), uA)r + A((uA)3(t) - u(t), u*) = 
= </(<) ,  v h )  - ^ </(t),v">r (4.7.5) 
-</*£(*)» w*> + va(n k ( t ) ,w h )  + i</iA(t), W h ) r  
+A((3(t»A)2(0 - u k { t ) )p h ( t ) ,  w k )  =  a(u k ( t ) ,  v k )  VuA € V*. (4.7.6) 
In order to obtain error estimates for the optimality system, we first need to show the 
following auxiliary proposition. 
Proposition 4.7.1. Suppose that ucL00(0, T;£2(ft)) D L2(0,T; Hl(Q)), 
u t eL 2 (0 ,  T; ,  u k eH l  (0 ,  T;  V K )  sat is fy ing the  or thogonal i ty  condi t ion 
(«, (t) - u t { t ) ,v k )  +  va(u k ( t )  - u(t),uA) + ^(uk(t) — ti(i), vA)r = 0 Vv h eV k .  
Moreover, assume that 
K ~ uo||£2(ti) —• 0 as h —• 0. 
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Then, for every té(0, T), 
II"'1 (<) - "(Olliajft) + vf llVuA(s) - v"(s)llhmds + \fo II^M - "(s)ll£,2(r)ds -»• 0 
(4.7.7) 
vC\ \u k ( t )  — u( t ) | |£2(o ,r^ / i ($ î ) )  —y 0  as  h  —y 0 .  (4.7.8) 
Inaddition, if ueL2 (0, T; Hm+1(Q)) n H1 (0, T; (flm+1(fi))*) andv% = Phu 0, then 
||ufc(i) -  u(t )\\2L2{a) + v \ \Vu k (s ) -Vu(s) \ \ l H a ) ds+^ ||u'l(s) - u(s)||£î(r)ds < 
^2(m+ j) 
Ch2m11 " 11 £,2 (o,T1(£i)) + utffm+'^n),u|r=3 ll"l^2(0.T^f"*+»(«))• (4-7-9) 
Proof. See section 2.5. • 
Proposition 4.7.2. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 4, we have 
Hi* ~ utlli2(o,TUïl(tt)') ~~^ ® os  h—¥ 0. (4.7.10) 
I f ,  in  addi t ion,  ueL 2 (0 ,  T;  H m + l (Q))  A H l {0,  T;  H m + l (Q) m )  
II"? - "tllL2(o,r^rt(fi)*) < c (Amll«llL2(o,r^ffm+l(îî)) +ftm+î 
ueff™+Kfi) u|r=g """L3(0'r^m+l(R)) + ^ m|lUtlltfl(0,T;#m+l(n)*)- (4.7.11) 
Proof. See section 2.5. • 
Finally, for the error estimates concerning the optimality system we utilize BRR theory as 
mentioned in section (4.4). We introduce the linear operator T : y —• X to be the solution 
operator for the linear parbolic problem, i.e, T(C, 0,17, UQ) = (u,/t) if and only if: 
(«t (*),«} + fra(u(t),u) + j(u(t), u)r = 
= (Ç(<), v) + ( theta( t ) ,  v)r Vu 6 if1 (£2) 
(U0,b) = (u0, b) V6€JD2(Q) 
tu) + i/a(n( t ) ,  id)  + U7>r - fa(tt(t), v) 
= {r}( t ) ,w)  V w € H 1  (ft) 
( HT , b )  =  (0 ,b )  V6 € L 2 (Q) .  
We also define G  :  X  —• y  by G (  A, (u, /z)) = (Ç, $ ,  r j , C70) if and only if 
(CW,v> = (/(t),u> - A(«3(t) - u(t),u) Vue if1 (ft) 
m,q)r = -^g(/x(t),ç>r Vg 6 fH(D 
< rç(t), w >= A((3tt2(<) — u(i))^(i), to) V we.Hl{Sl) 
(U 0 ,b)  =  {u 0 ,b)  V6c£2(ft). 
Similarly, we define the discrete operator TA to be the semidiscrete solution operator for the 
linear parabolic problem, i.e, Th(Ç,9, TJ,Uq) = (uh,fih) if and only if: 
(4 (0, VH) + va{uh (t), uA) + ^ (u'1 (t), VK)T = 
(C , v h )  + ($( t ) ,v k )  Vv h €V h  
+ i/a( f i k { t ) ,w h )  +  (() ,%/% -  t/a(u h { t ) ,w)  = 
(îAt)V> v w h ç v h .  
Clearly, our optimality system is equivalent to 
(ti,/x)+ TG((u,/i)) =0 
and the semidiscrete optimatity system is equivalent to 
( u h , f l h ) + T h G ( ( u k , f i h ) )  =  0 .  
Theorem 4.7.3. Letu , f ie  L°°{0,T;L 2 {Q))r \L 2 {0,T;H l (Çl) ) ,  **, /** 6 L 2 {0,T;H l (Q) m )  be  a  
pair of solutions of the above optimality system. Set X = X x X where 
X = L°°{0, T; L2{Q)) n L2(0, T; Hl{Q)) n Hl{0, T; Hl{Sl)m) 
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with norm 
IMIx = llullL2(o,rjfl(fi)) + llUtlli2(o,r^lW) Vv ç X 
and 
y = L2(0, T;  H l (Q) m )  x £2(0, T : £2(F)) x L 2 (0, T :  f f l (Œ)")  *  £ 2 ( f i )  
equipped with the standard norm. Then, there exists a sufficiently small ho > 0 such that 
V/i 6 (0, /IQ) the discrete optimality system has a unique solution (uh,fiK) 6 fTl(0, T; V^) suck 
that 
ll«fc(0 - "(mbm + v f  IIVu^s) - Vt,(s)||22(n)ds+ 
e So ~ u(s)llW)rfs + j Hu*(5) - "t(s)llffi(n)-</s -»• °- (4.7.12) 
Proof. We need to check the assumptions of Theorem (4.4.1). First note that lemma (4.6.5), 
and the regularity properties of u, i.e —vAu(t)eHl(Q)m, a.e t, imply that 
lim ||(T h  -  T)u\ \x  = 0 Vw€^. 
Note also, that G is a nonlinear C2 mapping and D2G maps bounded sets of X into bounded 
sets of y, (see e g, [6]). Moreover, for any 
(C,M,tio) €Z = L 2 {0,T ' ,H r (Q))  x I2(0,T;^r(r)) x I2(0,T;Hr(«)) x H r (Q)  
with 0 < r < standard regularity Theorems for nonhomogeneous parabolic problems 
and in terpolation techniques imply that (û,/i) = T(Ç, 6, ry, û0) belong to £°°(0, T; L2(Q)) A 
£2(0,T;ir1+r(Q)) A Hl{0,T; F"l+r(fi)), and using propositions (4.7.1)-(4.7.2) for m = r 
||(^ - T)(C, 8, fj)\\x = II** - «II* + 11/ - Mil* < 
C^(l|fi|kz(o,r^MO) + ll"tllL2(o,r^r-l+r(fl)) 
+IIAIlL2(o.r^l+r($i) + llMtlli2(o,r^tf-1+r(«))) (4.7.13) 
< Cftr(||Ç||i2(o,r^r-t+'-(n)) + l|0|lL=(o,r;#r(r)) + l|fio||#r(n) + ||i/Au||£,2(0ir;fl--i+r(n).)) = 
= Ch r MÇj, f , ,ù Q ) \ \ z ,  
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where in the last relation we have used that 77(f) = 0. Taking the supremum over (C, 9,y)  € Z 
IIT h  — T\ \ C (z t x)  < Ch r  —)• 0. 
It remains to verify (4.4.2), which is true since G(u, f ï )  is a monotone operator, satisfying an 
appropriate growth condition. For a complete proof see [6]. • 
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